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Republican and Democratic Judge Pronounces Scathing Suffocating Temperature in Anxious to Contest With Nineteen Applicants for
New York and Vicinity
Denunciation of the
Territorial Central ComJohnson for Pugilistic
censes Appeared for
Ohio
Is
Town
Unbroken
Examination
mittee in Session
Championship
L
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Plenty of Oratory

Professor Wood Finds Per
Capita Expense is $31 to
$42.05 Per Year

Li- -

on Tap All Governor Harmon Suspends the Scores of Prostrations and Many Owes His Strength to Scientific Bar Examiners Will Meet at But More Than a Thousand
Deaths Reported by
Selection of Cheap
Mayor and Receives Charges
Other Pupils Are in
Capitol on Monday,
Sheriff.
Foods.
- Private Schools.
Against
Metropolis.
July 18.

Day and Again
Tonight.

Both the Republican and the Democratic central committees of the Territory met this forenoon at AlbuquerThe former was presided over
que.
H. O. Bursum who made a
Hon.
by

New York, July 11. A suffocatin
Newark, Ohio, July 11. Formal
cost per capita to
Cambridge, Mass., July 11. Earl V.
charges against Sheriff Linke for fail-- ; ' heat wave still hangs over New York M. hong, substitute center on the monai secretary Hainan jarta, t ap educate a pupil in 'he public schools
ure to stop the lynching of Detective City, causing scores of prostrations. Harvard Varsity eleven last fall and tain of the Mounted Police Fred based on the, total enrollment is
Etherington last Friday, were made Twelve persons have died from the one of the best developed men the Fornoff, Traveling Auditor Charles V. $31, on the average enrollment $10
hours.
today, the papers being signed by' heac the last twenty-fou- r
college has had for years has the Safford and Territorial Treasurer M. and on the average daily attendance
'
Pleas Judge Charles Seward, h' a million persons visited the beach-an- pugilistic fever. He wants to meet A. Otero, to attend the meeting of $42.iio, were statements made by Surousing and patriotic address. Others
others. The charges were imme-- ! " on Sunday. The whole Atlantic Jack Johnson in the rink and thinks the Republican central committee, at perintendent of Public Schools J. A.
spoke and the general sentiment seemconvenmade things
rather Wood in statistics he read at the
ed to be that a
diately forwarded to Governor Har- - seaboard is in the clutches of the Qiot he can wrest the title from the Albuquerque,
tion is impractical although there mon. Judge Seward has issued a weather,
world's champion. Long is nearly as quiet at the capitol today. Superin- meeting of the board of education
Shocked to Death,
were earnest expressions in favor of venire for a special grand jury to
big as Johnson and always (has been tendent of Public Instruction James held here a few days ago. A feature
ew York, July 11 The
in perfect condition, due, he claims, E. Clark being still at Boston, Land of Mr. Wood's report was the stateminority representation, that is an ex- meet next Monday to investigate the
change of delegates between counties
"This citv has been for ment thermometer showed only 85 de-- to his scientific selection of food, Commissioner R. P. Ervien at Clayton, ment that the total enrollment of
conceded to be Democratic and coun- years in the hands of lawbreakers," grees as against 92 degrees at one which costs him not more than a dol- Assistant Superintendent of Public public school pupils for the year had
Instruction Acasio Gallegos at Ber- been 460 but in view of the fact that
on the streets lar a week.
ties conceded to be Republican. The said
Judge Seward today, "and high o'clock yesterday, but
committee convened again at 2 o'clock officials
Assistant Traveling Auditor there are several private schools and
nalillo,
was
man
Prohibited.
Johnson
hot.
One
Parade
is
still
it
blazing
and
of the city
county openly
but at the time of the New Mexican's connive at violation of the law and prostrated while working on the Sixth
New York, July 11. A hundred ne- John Joerns at Albuquerque, and a educational institutions in the
city
going to press had taken no definite have defied the courts. The
avenue elevated and fell against a groes gathered at the Grand Central number of clerks and other employes this small enrollment is easily exaction.
Johnaway on their vacation.
plained. It is said on good authority
element has determined to see the power rail, where he was shocked to station today to welcome Jack lim- being Medical
The Democratic committee was preBoard in Session.
that more than 1,000 pupils in Santa
son, but the Twentieth Century
death.
sided over by Attorney James G. lynchers punished."
The territorial board of health met Fe are in other schools besides, the
was
ited
the
delayatHeat
champion
bearing
Boston.
Prostration
Mayor Atherton Suspended.
Fitch. Addresses were made by Hon.
Boston, July 11. Half a dozen ed several hours by a wreck near Al- this forenoon in the hall of Represen- public schools which would bring the
Columbus, Ohio, July 11. Governor
H. B. Fergusson, Judge N. B. Laugh-lin- ,
tatives in quarterly meeting. Only total of school going boys and girls
noon suspended Mayor prostrations from heat in Boston and bany. The crowd however, remained.
R. M. Dougherty and Judge McGill Harmon at
a
not
The
would
in
the day were reportpermit
parade nineteen applicants for licenses ap- in Santa Fe above 1,500, as educators
police
thir--. vicinity early
a Herbert Atherton of Newark for
of La Lande, the latter opposing
to
be
west peared before the board this forenoon say it should be.
taken
will
a
Johnson
and
the
and
ed
by
of
police
hospitals.
convention 'because he ty days pending an investigation
will
where
side
he
be
hotel,
given a but a number of others were expected
Driven Crazy By Heat
The Report.
on Frito arrive this afternoon and evening.
did not believe the Republicans would his action during the rioting
11.
was
friends,
New
by
reception
York,
Yesterday
July
Professor Wood's report is as folin
which
resulted
the
lynchday
night
Drs. Pearce, Massie, Moir and
carry out in good faith any agreement
Pictures Forbidden in Manila.
the hottest day of the year in New
lows:
demade. Nevertheless a committee of ing of Carl Etherington,' a "dry"
were the members present at
11.
In
of
the
fear
Three
mad
with'
York.
went
Manila,
July
persons
The total enrollment for the year
tective.
to
witfh
the
confer
five was appointed
heat, and eight others died of it. feet which they might have on the thn morning session.
was 469; the average enrollment was
Himself.
For
Governor
Sees
Republicans and having power to act
Incorporation.
The list of prostrations was long. At Filipinos, the municipal board of
33S, and the average daily attendance
Newark, O., July 11. The sudden
to reach an agreement for a
Incorporation papers were filed to- was 322. The total enrollment
p. m. tlhe temperance was 92 de- - nila has prohibited the exhibition of
yeslate
Harmon
in the
Governor
of
arrival
convention.
This evening the
day in the office of Territorial Secpictures.
school was 65. Number of teachconsterna- grees, one degree hotter than Saturhigh
afternoon,
wrought
mass
terday
monster
a
hold
Mexwill
Republicans
retary Nathan Jaffa by the New
4 p. m.
Crush at the Station.
offi- - day's maximum at
ers employed in the schools, 14, and
meeting at which a number of address- tion among the city and county im- New York, July 11. Hours before ico Wool and Hide Company of
El Paso.
Hot
Wave
at
2.
janitors
cials who are threatened with
es will be made by visitors.
Chaves
The
county.
capitaliEl Paso, Texas, July 11. The hot-- : the time for the train to arrive, thouThe
annual
of
as
result
a
Friday
report of the treasurer
peachment
test period of eight days ever record-- ' sands of negroes were massed in the zation is $25,000 divided into 230 of the board of
education dated May
lynching.
night's
the
is
$6,000
paid up capital
PASSING OF THE 8. S.
ed by the government weather station waiting room of the Grand Central shares;
1st 1910, showed the following figures
Governor Harmon, Adjutant
and
the
and
directors
So
streets
incorporators
RECLAMATION SERVICE.
station
and
was
a
the
broken
last
nearby.
here,
night by
Secretary Lond and Lieuten- heavy rain and decided fall in tem- - great was the crush that a number are: Harold Hurd, Clark A. Baker and for the past year:
goverof
the
Chamberlain
Ben
William A. Bryant, 20 slhares each.
Building Fund.
perature. During the eight days the were knocked down and trampled
Way is Being Paved for Turning En- ant
Balance
in
county
at
the
staff
1st, 1909, $1,773.67.
arrived
May
as
is
nor's
named
E.
David
jail
the
New
on.
Bryant
99
The Rio
tire Work Over to Army
averaged
Reecipts from all sources $2,366.50.
Mexico agent.
an automobile at 3:15. Their arrival Grande river at this point is entirely
Engineers.
Total $4,140.70.
was absolutely unheraled and the off- without' water.
Expenditures
Supreme Court.
FULL RECOUNT IS ORDERED
Balance May 1st, 1910, $1,581.44.
All applicants for admission to the
icials were taken completely by sur- Philadelphia
Prostra-IN
i
DALZELL'S
DISTRICT.
Al11.
Many
Reports
D.
C, July
Washington,
General Fund.
Bar should report at the office of Sui
The governor demanded to he
tions.
though no official statement was giv- prise.
'
for
1,779.59
Philadelphia, July 11. Ten deaths Clo&e Fight is Being Made on Penn-an- preme Court Clerk Jose D.. Sena on May 1st, 1910, balance
en out at the department of the in- taken over, the battered jail and
examm. The hoard of Bar Receipts, rents and tuition .
10
a.
his
461.25
19,
staff
he
and
minutes
July
s
occurred
thirty
here, sylvania's Stand Patter Congress-amany prostrations
terior it can be stated authoritatively
examiners will meet on the day be- Taxes
5,186.85
a result of the heat. The humidity
that Secretary R. A. Ballinger and the ined the structure minutely, Sheriff
jonal Leader Will Be Close
fore. Chief Justice Pope writes that Liquor licenses
1,594.65
Shave.
President have made definite arrange- William Linke explaining in detail was 85 during the morning hours and
he expects the vacancies on the bench Poll taxes
553.00
ments tor the separation of F. H. every step of the mob. The governor - the mean temperature for the day was
to be. filled by July 19, the day that Fines, Justice of the Peace.
all
exam- 84. The maximum temperature was
14.40
and
bars
the
tested
11.
of
After
weeks
personally
of
the reclamation
Newell, director
Pittsburg, July
the Supreme Court convenes. There j Apportionments
93.
3,308.40
division from the government service. ined locks.
wrangling a full recount of the 172 are off
cases on the docket and they Interest on $2,000
100.00
Hundred and Two Degrees at Wash- ballot boxes in the thirtieth congres- Linke Will Also Be Suspended.
The friction between Ballinger and
will
all
be heard.
exTn
Other sources . .
24.06
1wirriT
rAnr
uinnnl
ictrin
It
i..
is
ti'oo
Columbus, O., July
Newell has been no secret for a long
ington
County Institutes.
time. The secretary has contended pected that the governor will aiso
Washington, July 11. The national the recent primary election returns,
This morning the Curry county
Total
$13,0081.20
that Newell was not the man to run1 suspend Sheriff Linke immediately on capitol sweltered in torrid heat which Congressman Dalzell had a majority
11,426.86
reclamation work, and Kewell has not receipt of the charges against him caused one death and four prostra- - cf 197 over Dr. Robert J. Black, teachers' institute convened at Clovis, Expenditures
with W. A. Poor of Clovis as conducBalance May 1st, 1910 . ..$ 1,654.34
tried to hide his hostility to Ballin- which are on the way from citizens of tions. One Pennsylvania avenue ther- - Black's adherents say that the
mometer registered 102 degrees.
'
Interest Fund.
count wm show Black has a majority tor; and the Roosevelt county instiger. But Newell will not resign. He
tute convened at Portales with T. W. May 1st, 1909, balance . ...$ 104.44
Two Dead; Score Drop.
0f nearly 30 or more.
has let his friends in Washington
Conway of Raton as conductor.
Boston, July 11. Yesterday was tlhe
know that if he goes out of the serv- FOREST FIRES DO THREE
1,490.51
Receipts
m
Water Applications Granted.
of
hottest
the
Boston,
year
DAMAGE,
day
ice he will have to be put out. For a
DOLLAR
MILLION
the22000 W0MEN ENDORSE
Territorial Engineer Vernon L.
uiiiciai imuyei mure oeiug s uegi ees
Total
long time he has had a flattering of$1,594.95
SPANISH GOVERNMENT.
Sullivan today granted the water Expense, interest and commisfer to enter the service of a big con- Homes of Three Hundred Families at 2 o clock. Two deaths and a score;
of prostrations were reported.
For
rights application No. 392 of Alonzo
cern, but he has preferred to remain
sions
1,401.75
Destroyed by Fire Last Week
Religious Strife in Spain Runs High C. Loveless of Clayton, Union county,
first
time
the
Boston
in
fans
electric
in the government service until oustResults.
and Much Suffering
Between
and
the
were used in some churches yesterfor three second feet of Corrumpa Ared. Following the removal of Newell,
May 1st, 1910, balance . ..$ 193.20
Catholic Church.
royo to reclaim 300 acres; ard appliday.
of
the
Tnlv
More
policy
handing
Sewer Fund.
Eau Claire, Wis.,
cation No. 357 of the Denver and Rio
Electrqical Storm at Trinidad.
the reclamation service over to the than three million dollars damage'
$480.00
1909, balance
May
1st,
meet11.
14.54
Madrid,
for
Grande Railroad Company
July
army engineers will be gradually and have been done by forest fires in
inniuau, uom,, JUiy 11. a severe
125.00
Receipts
storm last night put tele-- ! inSs continue to be held at Madrid, second feet of the Rio de la Petaca,
surely worked out.
nothern Wisconsin, the last three electrical
and
Toledo.
At
to
in
a
be
stored
reservoir covering
When your correspondent called, weeks. So far as '.known there was phone and telegranh lines out of Saragosa, Tarragon
Total . ...
.$005.00
Barcelona a
signed by 22,000 3.18 acres and to supply two pipe
Ballinger declined to discuss any de- no loss of life, but the homes of more service and partially crippled the elec- women was petition to
41.3S
.
Exnenditures
one
and
the
other
the
3,000
feet
lines,
governor
long
presented
tails of the removal of Newell. It than three hundred families we're de tric light service.
of that city endorsing the govern- 4.055 feet long, the water to be used
was said that the resignations of New- - stroyed last week, and there is much
$563.62
May 1st, 1910, balance
ment's religious policy. At Granada for engines and municipal purposes at
WEALTHY PHYSICIAN WALKS
ell and Davis, one of the prominent suffering.
holds
treasurer
his
in
posThe
also
in
of
Catholics Tres Piedras.
Andalusia, a gathering
OFF PULLMAN CAR.
field engineers, lhad been drawn up in
Famous Trees Out of Danger.
session a time certificate of deposit of
was attacked by
the interior department awaiting the
Was'hineton. D. C July 11. The
the Bank of Commerce, Albuquerque,
ANOTHER INCIPIENT CUBAN
Singular Manner From
psychological moment. Newell made forest fires which have been raging in Meets Death
N. M., $2,000.00 of the building fund at
OUT
BeREBELLION
SNUFFED
a Colorado Southern Train
it clear today that if he is to go he the Sequoia National Park, Califor
5 per cent interest, payable annually
tween Walsenburg and Colowill have to be discharged. "I will not nia, the last few days, are now beVISITS
or
rado Springs.
Colored Colonel and Six Others Arresign," was the short, emphatic state- lieved to be under control and the fa
The secretary's report showed warment with which Newell met all mous giant trees are out of danger,
rested With Incriminating Docurants
drawn from May 1st, 1909, to
queries on this point made by your
ments on Ther Person.
Trinidad, Colo., July 11. Dr. R. T.
1910, for the following pur1st,
May
TAFT
correspondent.
AMARILLO, TEXAS, SHOWS
Wiley, a wealthy resident of Mineral
for the following amounts :
and
poses
The changes in the reclamation
Havanna, July 11. What is beBIG POPULATION INCREASE. Wells, Texas, walked off a Pullman
Salaries.
service will probably begin wlhen the
lieved to have been an attempt at a
(car while asleep last night, near
.
Teachers
$8,401.25
new army board convenes in this city Grew From Less Than 1,500 Ten Rameyville, on the Colorado and Political
widespread rebellion against the gov- Janitors .
Situation in General ernment
897.00
about July 20. Davis had a long conwas
frustrated today by the
Southern railroad.
His body was
Years Ago to Almost 10,000 in
Treasurer
'
50.04$ 9,348.29
and Tariff in Particular
sultation with Ballinger and it is bearrest of Colonel Jorge Valera, a mufound today. Dr. Wiley was missed
Present Census.
Fuel.
lieved details for the retirement of
six
other
of
and
most
at. Walsenburg and later a freight
latto,
persons,
Are Discussed
$ 39.35
Davis were then arranged. Davis said
them colored men who were arrested Wood
heard cries
D. C, July 11. Amar- crew reported having
Washington,
364.89
325.54
Coal
that Ballanger was the one to give
on
to
their
way
near
Vieja Bermeja, In the
Rameyville.
illo, Texas, showed a big increase of while passing
414.43
out any particulars.
Supplies
population since - .st year according Wiley, with his wife, were enroute to MESSAGE
FOR
ROOSEVELT province of Matanzas, to which place- Water and light
222.76
It will take the army officers about to figures given out by Census Direc- - Colorado Springs.
a trunk containing arms and ammuni24.85
Hnn unit rlvTinmitfl haA haan eMrarl Printing
a year to get in touch with all the de- tor Durand today. It grew from 1,442
Was Awake,
20.00
service
j
Telephone
tails of the various reclamation pro- in 1900, to 9,957 this year.
docuTrinidad, July 11 Mrs. Wiley has Collector of Port Is to Counteract from Havanna. Letters and
1,539.00
ments found on the prisoners are he-- . Improvements
jects- and then, it is believed that
wired authority from Colorado Springs
Texas Census Figures.
206.65
Miscellaneous
such absurd departmental orders as
Insurgent Talk at
lieved to implicate many others. .
Washington, D. C, July 11. Census to make a morough investigation of
.
.
.
bonds
1,400.00
on
school
Interest
an
that placing
embargo on tlhe wa- returns, Texas counties: Bowie 34,- - her husband's death. She says he was
Oyster Bay.
ters of the upper Rio Grande and its 827; Knox 9,625; Nolan 11,999; Uval-- awake and went to the rear of the
RIVER STEAMER STRIKES
Total expenditures during
tributaries under the plea that they de 11,233.
to get a breath of air. Dr. Wiley
SNAG AND SINKS.
trai
11. A brand
Beverly,
Mass.,
July
$13,540.87
the year
are needed at the Engle Dam although
was 73 years of age.
new angle is given to the visit of Willthey never reach It, will be revoked. MRS. HELEN GOULD WEDS
St. Louis, Mo., July 11. The steam- Loans which have been paid
875.00
iam Loeb, Jr., to Beverly today. It er
back
There is the greatest uneasiness and
RALPH THOMAS TODAY. FATAL WRECK ON
Cape Girardeau struck a snag and
in
all
among
the
reclamation
anxiety
NEW YORK CENTRAL. was reported that his talk with Presi- sank to the bottom of the Mississippi
bureau as to who will be dropped and
.$14,415.87
Total
dent Taft this afternoon would be on river early today at Turley Island,
Honeymoon Will Be Spent in England
who, if any, will remain.
in an Automobile
Three Trainmen Killed and Train the general political situation, "and 50 miles south of here. Ninety pasCeremony
The new army board will at once
ELKS OPEN
to Be Private.
Load of Passengers Given Shakwould include a discussion of the sengers were aboard and all were
ANNUAL REUNION.
take over one of the most Important
New York, July 11. Plans were
taken ashore safely.
ing Up Near Hudson.
tariff bill. The Presifunctions of the reclamation service, completed today for the wedding of
The boat was returning from Comthat of deciding upon which projects Mrs. Helen Kelly Gould, the former
11.
New York,
Three train- dent, it is believed, is anxious that merce, Mo. Many passengers were Antlered Herd Takes Possession of
the $20,000,0110 bond Issue is to be wife of Frank J. Gould, to Ralph Hill men were killedJuly
and a train load of Colonel Roosevelt .should make a Careful women and children. They were
City of Detroit Formal Ses- Besides the board, General Thomas, nephew of Washington B. nasseneers badlv shaken im when the
spent.
comsions Began Today.
obstrucbefore
new
law
when
the
the
of
the
boat
hit
study
asleep
Marshall, newly appointed consulting Thomas, president of the American northern and western express on the mitting himself anyway. The colonel tion, but the alarm was instantly
engineer of the service, will act as Sugar Refining Company. The cere- - New york Central was wrecked this undoubtedly has had the "insurgent given.
Detroit, Mich., July 11. The
Ballinger's personal representative in mony probably will take place late to- - morning near Newton Hook, nine view" of the tariff pretty well drilled
As soon as the boat hit the snag,
annual reunion of Elks which
matters relating to the service, and day. Only a few personal friends will ,ni;es north of Hudson. The wreck into him
by Senators Beveridge, .Bris-to- the pilots headed her toward the was officially opened here last night,
it is expected that in this capacity he be in attendance. The honeymoon will was
caused by the engine striking the
La Follette, and Mr. Taft, so the shore. The boat sank close to the was formally begun today, with cerebe spent touring England in an auto- - door 0f a freight car that had fallen story goes, wants the colonel to have bank after the
passengers had crowd- monies incident to the formal openmobile.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
the administration view.
on the track
ed ashore on a gang plank.
ing of the grand lodge.
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THE DAILY

Wheat

UP.

CHILDREN.
Oh little people from the hills of
Dawn,
What set
hitherward your
feet,
Still rosy from your wanderings on
her peaks,
Still dewy from her vales of asphodel,
And all the lucene of God's unvexed
morn
Still shining in your confident, clear
eyes?

Imperial
Jersey Cream

Pansy
Bobolink

it some
flower farther
down
The western slope, whose gaudy tints
allured?
Some nodding, dusty daisy whose
frank glance
Outvied the breathless, stirless purity
Of asphodels that, like unnoted stars,
Slow whiten on the windless fields
elysian?

Was

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES

WE

ROUND

WITH

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Ft,

Telephone

new-spie-

So soon

That

No. 40

the dust upon the tender feet
and slower trudge, the

strain-eyes-

,

The reaching hands, grow tired of
plucking now,
Yet clasping to the end some wayside
weed.
Charles T. Rogers in Century.

CALL. AND

SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
MANUFACTURER

plt

JEWELER

5Sai23uatS3S29

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY DESCRIPTION

OF WORK UN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER,

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

PHONE
BLACK

A1C

SANTA FE, N, M,

1Q

"

CANON
KUAl)

BBS

k

MULLIGAN

RISING

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
"aphon,kht 130
PICTURE

FRAMING

IOC

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PALACE

AVE

DONE

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
Ail kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

.J.auiesl

RAM).
Ask your urufalnt for x
rills in Ki d and tinld mrtaliicVr
boxes, sealed with Blue Rilln.
Take no nfhcp It.. nr ...... V
ruci;lt. Ask fnrCll i.!fi;s.TER S
JtRANU I'lLI.S, for 86
1IAAI!

f

SELI6MAN BROS CO.

years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

MINOR

CITY

UP

TOPICS

MENS MADE TO ORDER SUITS

Denver, Colo., July 11 The
forecast is local showers to- - X
night or Tuesday with station- X
ery temperature.

V

X

X

Suit for Back Taxes District Attorney Klock has brought suit against
the .Temez Land Company for $4,740
back taxes.
Saloon License at Socorro $1,000
The city council of Socorro has raised
the saloon license to $1,000 a year.
The vote stood 7 to 1.
Carlsbad Has a Fire The bottling
wroks of J. A. Pauba at Carlsbad were
seriously damaged by a fire last week,
the first fire iu Carlsbad for three
months.
School Census of Socorro County
The school census of Socorro county
shows 4,450 persons between the ages
of five and twenty-onyears, a gain
of 27 since last year. The report also
shows $2,439.17 poll tax collected.
Blotter
Brings Home Statehood
James C. Chaves, assistant secretary
to Delegate W. H. Andrews, is at Ros-we- ll
on a visit and brought with him
the blotter with which Sppaker Caa
non blotted his name after attaching it
to the statehood bill.
Rains Badly Needed From Taos
county, from the upper Pecos and from
other sections come complaints of
drouth. Rain is badly needed and the
grass is practically all gone.
Shipped 1910 Wool Clip The Sal-ad- o
Livestock Company, of "which
M. A. Otero of this city, is
one of the principal stockholders, last
week shipped its 1910 clip of wool,
amounting to 100,000 pounds.
Just 110 in the Shade It was 110
in the shade Friday at El Paso and
the temperature has exceeded 100
each day for over a week. The nights
too, are unusually warm, the minimum
being about S5 or 86, or just about the
same as the maximum has been in
this city.
Yesterday Cool and Pleasant The
maximum temperature yesterday was
75 degrees and the minimum 53, while
the humidity was 02 per cent. There
was a thunderstorm in the afternoon
with a good deal of rain which was
welcomed. A year ago today the maximum was 89 degrees while the min
imum was 58 with 100 per cent of
sunshine. Not a cloud was visible
throughout the entire day, which was
one of the hottest of the season.
coal
Boy Fatally Burned Pouring
oil into a stove to revive file sparks of
a fire, Frank Fessler, the ten year
old son of Joseph Fessler at Carlsbad, was fatally burned in the resulting explosion. The father burned his
arms badly in trying to save the boy.
The lattre suffered excruciating agony.
Claud Hutto Takes Unto Himself a
Wife Claude Hutto, for several years
stenographer with, the New Mexican
Printing Company and njw manager
of an irrigation company at Alouquer-que- ,
was married Saturday evening to
Miss Constance Wagner of Hammond,
Ind., by Justice of the Peace W. W.
McClellan of the Duke City.
Rio Grande is Dry Despite the ul-
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THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
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HATS

RICES.
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THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO

EVERY THREAD WOOL
Any garment not satis factory may be returned.

FROM

No Need to Cut.

S . E. Corner of Plaza.

jj

C 7 . 00 Saved on
tn
tv Lpi Fverv Suit.

.

Look over the line and pick outl
these high grade money savers
POB219

PHONE

36

FIRST QUALITY TOOLS
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J

SEE
OUR

YAM.

X

STOCK

It does not pay to buy poor tools. They not only "go wrong," but aggravate the man who uses them.
B9M0rB3SlkliV I m1 '
Tou will lose your temper if you use poor tools; but you won't lose
your temper If you use our tools, because they axe properly tempered.
We have the "edge" on the hardware business In this town, because we
sell the best and do not overcharge those who give us their confidence.
'

'

Phone
No. u.

WOOD-DAVI-

K.V.U-J
""

Q

" HARDWARE

C0.w
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e nave II.
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WHOLESALE
RETAIL
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creened

RATON
YANKEE

csawea wood

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Q v
Nan.r A T
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Telephone

S

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
and Kindling.

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract J)o you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which you now own?
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THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

Catron Block

DIAMONDS
Right Prices
Right Goods
Right Service

Santa Fe, N,
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C.'YONTZ

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OP

MEXICAN FILIGREE

JEWELRY

Eyes Tested and
Fitted by Cp-to- Oats Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

j

$

O

00

e.

!

ALL

Cut prices on some of the Seasons
best selling styles

e

Forest Fire in Colfax County Valuable timber is being destroyed east
of Green Mountain, Colfax county, by
a forest fire.
Mails Rifled A postoffice inspector
is investigating the alleged rifling of
mail on the star route between Santa
Rosa and Fort Sumner.
Elected Principal of Santa Rosa
Schools T. E. Parsons, principal of
high school at West Baden, Ind., has
been elected superintendent of the
Santa Rosa public schools.
l
Pascual
Herrera Acquitted
Herrera was acquitted at Las
Vegas of the charge of stealing property belonging to the Santa Fe railroad. The hearing took place before
Justice of the Peace D. R. Murray.
East Las Vegas Wrestles With Automobile Ordinance The East Las
Vegas city council will on Wednesday
act upon an ordinance regulating automobiles. A maximum speed of ten
miles an hour for the business district and fifteen miles an hour in the
residence district is proposed.
Constitutional Mass Meeting The
Stanley Index has the following significant call in its last issue: "A mass
meeting has been called for Saturday
July 9(h, to the settlers of south San
ta Fe county, in order that some important questions connected with the
forthcoming constitutional convention
j
can be discussed.
The first meeting
will be held in the school house at
Venus. Let every settler in, this part
of the valley, who can possibly do so,
make arrangements to be present.
Water Conditions
Albuquerque
From all parts of the territory come reports that owing to the lack of rain,
the drinking water supply has become
stagnant. At Albuquerque, according
to a communication in the Tribune- Citizen: "One resident was obliged to
step out of the kitchen until the water
in the kettle had boiled for some time
on account of the stench. Last Monday morning no water would run from
his kitchen faucet till late in the day
when a tiny stream trinlded into tne
sink. Investigation disclosed the decaying flesh of a water dog that was
recognizable by the legs and head attached to a musky mass of pus-lik- e
substance that was oozing through the timatum of the reclamation service
that the waters of the upper Rio
sprinkler."
Trouble Over Finances at Albuquer- Grande and its tributaries reaches the
que City Treasurer O. A. Matson of Engle dam site, the Rio Grande is
Albuquerque, refuses to obey the reported dry at Albuquerque, much to
order of the city council to deposit the the mbarrassment of irrigation tarm
city's funds in the State National trs whc need moisture at this particbank and will probably be served with ular time in order to save their crops.
Additions to School of Mines Facan alternative writ of mandamus to
ulty Professor Edgar G. Tuttle, of
explain why he does not obey the
Philadelphia, has been appointed to
the chair of mining and metallurgy,
made vacant by the resignation of
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATION, as they Professor R. V. Smith at the New
cannot reach the seat of the disease. Mexico Schol of Mines at Socorro. J.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional F. Barkley was appointed to the
held last year by Robert
disease, and in order to cure it you
He is a graduate of
must take internal remedies. Hall's I. Kirchinan.
School
of Mines.
the
Michigan
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
Cashier Davis Buys Farm Says the
acts directly on the blood and mucous
Hall's Catarrh Cure is not Carlsbad Argus: "W. S. Davis, of
surfaces.
a quack medicine. It was prescribed Santa Fe, who was in Carlsbad about
4
by one of the best physicians in this ten days ago, has bought the SW.
is
a
of
which
Sec.
what
of
11,
part
country for years and is a regular prescription. It is composed of the best used to be known as the Lower
tonics knowns, combined with the best Greene farm, now owned by I. S.
Mr. Davis expects to move
blood purifiers, acting directly on the
mucous surfaces. The perfect com- to his farm later and has already
bination of the two ingredients Is made arrangements to have most of
what produces such wonderful results his land planted to alfalfa this year.
in curing Catarrh. Send for testimon This 160 acres was recently purchased by H. F. Stevens, of Santa Fe, who
ials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
expected to move here and develop
i
his farm, but was unable to carry out
Toledo, O.
his plans and sold to Mr. Davis."
Sold by all Druggists, price 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills fon con-- '
(Continued on Page Eight.)
stipation.
Pas-cua-

Goods.

CHICHESTER SII PILLS
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JULY 11, 1910.

345 San Francisco St.
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amtou Water and Imported Vichy and
Gingerale, Apollinaris, and Grape Juice

By the bottle or case

Zook's Pharmacy

I
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Kidney Troubles
Your

Life

Away.

PROGRAM FORMULATED FOR
IRRIGATION CONGRESS.

WEAK?

SO

May

Be

5

n
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KEEP

other.

Session This Fall to Be Most Important One Home Building Principal Object of Organization.
Pueblo, Colo., July 11. Most important for the welfare of the nation
is a wise, safe, progressive, constructive policy-ldealing with those questions which affect the material prosperity and development of the west
and south, as well as the financial and
industrial prosperity of the north and
east. This is being kept constantly
in mind in framing the program for
the meeting of the Eighteenth National Irrigation Congress in Pueblo, Sepannounces Arhtur Hooktember
er, secretary of the congress.
The board of governors of the National Irrigation Congress met in Pueblo recently-- , at which time, acting
on behalf of the executive committee
they gave much time to the consideration of matters affecting the program.
The report of the program committee
was received and after careful consideration a tentative, preliminary draft
Jwas outlined. This program is being
elaborated upon by the members of
the board of governors who will be
prepared to make a full report when
the executive committee convenes a
few days previous to the congress.
The program does not become official
'until approved by the executive com-- ,
mittee.
Events of the past few years have
caused more people than ever before
to consider seriously questions vital
to the development of our country,
questions
concerning which great
minds agree as to their importance,
while differing as to their solution.
Particularly important at present is a
campaign of education which will result in more clearly formulating in the
immediate future a definite
Home building is topolicy.
day more than ever a question of national importance.'
The friends of irrigation have had
much over which they might rejoice
the past few months. Early in its ses- -

AND FROM

New Mexico Military Institute

ROSWELL.

bathing. BATHASWEET softens and perfumes the water instantly, s- bvkstn 25 centcan.

IT'S WORTH

'

i

i

,

2

1
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sions the national congress amended
the census act authorizing the collection of irrigation statistics. The census bureau has been and is busy on
these as well as otner figures and before many months the country will
of the
have irrigation information
greatest value, never before available.
In 1902 the government,
through
the reclamation act, did more than
authorize the digging of ditches and
diversion of water. The government
through that act placed the seal of approval on irrigation which has made
possible, not only the reclamation
work of the government, but also enabled private enterprise to secure
capital for worthy undertakings on a
scale never previously possible. And
in the closing days of its session the
national congress still further encouraged irrigation work by authorizing the issue of $20,(100,000 worth of
certificates to complete the reclamation projects now under construction.
The Eighteenth National Irrigation
Congress will meet at Pueblo in September under
auspicious circumstances for its work to "save the forests, store the floods, reclaim the
deserts, make homes on the land." Its
work will be influenced by the expression of their views by the Prest
dent of the United States and members of his cabinet, the secretary of
agriculture, the secretary of the interior, and the secretary of commerce
and labor, as well as leading citizens
of the country.
Expert in irrigation, drainage and
forestry, statesmen whose views are
important on legislation, scientists,

III

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities,
Foley's Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes- STRIPLING-BURROW-

A

TRIAL

BATCHELLER IMPORTING CO..

26-3-

Itf Wff

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School tn the Unloo. Located
00 the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatlon of 3,700
feet above sea level, s'mshlue everv day. but
luie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers, and Instructors, ali graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten

--

n
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Connection made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Wett Point of th Southwtt.r
Officers
Detailed ty War Department
Army
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th

it

When tired, warm or n;n down, shake
a little BATHASWEET in the tub when

j

TO

HEALTHY

COOL-KE- EP

Sapping

Santa Fe People

Have Learned This Fact.
When a healthy man or woman begins to run down without apparent
cause, becomes weak, languid, depressed, suffers backaches, headache,
dizzy spells and urinary disorders,
look to the kidneys for the cause of
it all. Keep the kidneys well and
they will keep you well. Doan's
Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys and
keep them well. Here is a Santa Fe
testimonial to prove it.
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz street,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I have used
Doan's Kidney Pills off and on for
two years and they have done me a
world of good. A dull pain in the
small of my back, sometimes extending into my bladder caused me a
great deal of suffering, particularly
when I took cold. I was bothered
mostly in the winter. In addition to
the pain in my back, there were symptoms of inflamation of the bladder.
The kidney secretions were highly
colored and when passed were attended with a scalding pain. I never used
a remedy that acted as satisfactory as
They proved
Doan's Kidney Pills.
to be just the medicine my case recure they
quired and the complete
recommend
me
to
led
has
brought
them on more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Buffalo.
Foster-MilburCo.,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and

take
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in. n who are powerful in industrial
ai.a financial circles, will be among
th.' speakers.
The problems of the
iiMi;aiion companies, of the settlers
s
wiio raise the products and of the
who haul them will be considered
The views and methods of foreign governments will be explained by
the foreign delegates and one session
will be turned over to the governors
of our own states. And through the
entire program will run the endeavor
to iirM out those policies which
carried out will be productive- of the greatest good to the
greatest number of American

l-

SYS 1

-

rail-ro.ul-

:
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buildings, thoroughly

m

furnished, heated, light

ed and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon,

President;

W

G, Hamlitoa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. AtklnsoD Secretary, and W
A

Flnlay

!

For particulars an!

Illustrated

cataogue

address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

PYRAMIDING OF LOANS
IS TO BE PREVENTED.
National Bank Examiners Will Keep
Track of Large Borrowers and
Will Check Them Up.
Denver, Colo., July 11. To insure
the standing of state, national and
private financial institutions, national
bank examiners have evolved a system to uevent the "pryamiding" of
loans by borrowers by making lists of
such borrowers for financial protection. State bank examiners are to
work in conjunction with the national
inspectors.
The idea is to include in the list of
bank examiners hereafter lists of
borrowers
whose headquarters are
outside the district covered in the report. The extent of their line of credit
given by different banks be constantly
checked and they will not be allowed
to make numerous loans from different banks so as to endanger the liability of any bank.
This system will place data concerning the real financial condition of borrowers, whether corporations or private individuals, in the hands of national and state examiners. Publicity
has been given to the subject on the
order of the comptroller of the treasury. This data will not be made

Superintendent.

.j

V.

f

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado

fiaticoal Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co., I
of the Southwest
A Jtt.
1 Santa

BERGERE. Manager for New Mexico.

Fe,

N. M.

Catron Block.

e c. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

CO

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to "5 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, S00.00 to S175.0O per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCHKS,
LAKUK
AN'I

SMALL

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- eminent land. We have Irrigation enter- prlse9, needing capital. Moneyed men are
:
:
invited to correspond with us.
;

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO,

RAXf'HKS.
LAKtiK
AN1

SMALL.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

& CO.

S

232302

40tlko

1870

And

1910
Clearance Sale

Mid-Summ- er

Bediming Monday July

11th,

Extra Especial Values
E

GINGHAM
12 Yards Amoskeag Gingham for
Only 12 yards to a customer.

li

Remnants of Laces and Ribbons from

LAWNS

5c to 1.50

Just the things for this weather at your own price.

1.00

Values extraordinary

SILKS

EMBROIDERIES

Remnants of Silks and Foulard Dress Patterns at Cost

MERCERIZED

and Below.

GINGHAMS

Cost 50c a yd., at this sale, while they last

MILLS

l--

2

25c

Formerly 75c now the yard

to 75c the ard, all over
Formerly 5c to 1.50; now 2
embroideries, formerly 3.50 to 5.00 now a yard
2c

I

00 to 3.50

Remnants of Ginghams, odds and ends, BELOWCOST

25c

WHITE WAISTINGS
LONSDALE

LADIES WHITE WAISTS

CAMBRIC

10 yards 1.00; formerly 15c the yard.
customer.

Only 10 yards to a Waists that sold formerly 1.50 to 4.00 at half price & less.'

LADIES' TUB SUITS AND WHITE WAIST

Suits formerly 12.00 now 6

00

LADIES DRESSING

50c each

IULIU
Id

10c to 35c

SACKS

Formerly 75c to 2.50, your choice while they last

6.00 now 3.00

Formerly 35c to 1.00 now the yard

TOWELS
Formerly 20c now 10c. Gauze vests formerly 10c now 5c
Calicos 5c the yard.
Hosieryjformerly 20c now 15c.

GERBES
Reliable
tore

i
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RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail .
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carrier
week
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Daily per
Weekly, per year
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Daily, per month, by carrier....
Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail...... 65
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Daily, per year, by mail
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The crusade against the fight pictures lias been a magnificent adver-tiM-mfor them and means half a
million dollars more in the pockets of
the promoters. There is a justifiable
suspicion that this crusade has been
inaugurated and is being kept alive by
the owners of the picture films.

..$3.50
2.00

.
50

t.

At a recent election at Clovis, the
Democratic bulwark of the Democratic
county of Curry, the Republicans
elected their candidates for justice of
the peace and constable by handsome
There are other straws
majorities.
which show the way the wind is
blowing in eastern New Mexico. After much advertising and advance
Democratic rally
shouting, a
was pulled off at Roswell, which was
Democratic
to unite the numerous
factions of Chaves county and to
sound the keynote for the constituHere is
tional delegate campaign.
Roswell Daily
what the Democratic
Record says of the meeting: "The
attendance was not at all what it
should be and what was hoped for'
Wheh tne votes are counted in September, the Democratic vore wih not
be what the Democrats think it ought
to be or what they had hoped for.
With the Republicans nominating men
like. Judge W. E. Lindesy in Roose-lik;
Judge W. E. Lindsey in
in Eddy
C. H. McLenathan
Havener in Curry
county; Judge
to carry
county, they can expect
those counties just as easily as theii
candidates for justice of the peace
and constable carried the day in Curry county. It's worth the effort and
success will come very near making
the constitutional convention unanimously Republican.

Mrs. PO. BROWN Aent
Phone No. 23 Red .

j
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The mere fact that Confess passed
an enabling act has eansecl the press
of the country to look uTKm New Mex'eye than
ico with much more .kindly
'
Columns
upon
before.
has
ever
it
columns of free advertising have been
in3t few
"
given,
weeks in pract ically every papei or
the country and millions wno nau
to New Mexico
novm- - ri run Qi thouolit
o
as to us
informed
now
are
before,
resources, its outlook and its promises.
The heartiest welcome conies from
the newspapers of the west and the
is
following from the Denver Times
tvpical:
"Look your last upon territories, unless you desire to journey to Alaska
or the islands of the sea.
'Arizona and New Mexico are leavcalled
ing that class which Cleveland
'dangerous communities,' and entering
the rank of what he designated as
'undesirable states.' And with their
into sovworthy and glorious coming
its
relinquishes
Congress
ereignty,
doover
the
exclusive jurisdiction
s
call the
main which the
the
except
'United States proper'
District of Columbia.
"We ought to celebrate this event;
for it is very unlikely that there will
withbe another territorial admission
in this generation.
"There are two more smiles on the
more
face of the far west; and two
New
England.
of
sneers upon the lips
We would not encourage a sectional
we would
spirit. On the contrary,
to wipe
the
way
And
it.
eradicate
it out is tor the west to have more
strength in Congress! Rhode Island,
for instance, has been very superior
toward the 'small' new states. The
condescenonly cure for New England
a votto
west
acquire
sion is for the
enforce reshall
which
ing strength
spect for equal rights.
"The territories of the United
stateStates, in their progress toward fortihood, have learned
After the fifty
tude,' patriotism.
New
years of waiting, Arizona and
Mexico are in the third generation of
of
wardship to the nation. Thousands
their
strong
lived
have
their people
and useful lives, and have died vainly
in the rehoping for a full citizenship
comes
which
public. The benefaction
more
precall
the
is
at this late day
communities
ious, perhaps, to the
which now have reached freedom's
full stature.
"We of the west know the yearning
for statehood; we know the long and
with
loyal waiting; and we know
to
the
consecration
what a sense of
state
new
a
ideals,
country's highest
enters upon its national life. May
be
every hope of these young sisters be
duty
fulfilled; may every patriotic
achieved. '
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of agriculture and soil nn- When it is considered
ovement.
jti.at the dairy cow is the foundation
and tanning
for soil imnrovemenr
prosperity, her' importance is best
understood, and interest in her should
not be confined to her owner. She is
an important, factor in the develop- of our country
jment and

.methods
m
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THE PLEDGES WERE KEPT.
"The west has little cause for complaint in its treatment by Congress
this year," says the Spokesman-Reviein an editorial under the heading, "Millions for the Pacific nortn-west,adding:
"Arizona and New Mexico received
permission to be admitted to the
Union. The seals of Alaska were protected. A bureau oj mines and mining
was established.
Sixty million acres
underlaid with coal, which is withdrawn or classified, were made available for agriculture also by putting
them, as to the surface, under the
homestead law. Irrigation was allotted $20,000,000.
Western territories
and states were enabled to secure
and fill out. their grants of laud to
them by the authorization for the secretary of the interior to withdraw
public lands temporarily for that purpose.
"Coming closer home, the Tnland
Empire fared well. The Columbia received $825,000 for improvements.
Appropriations were also made for the
improvement of Chenalis,
Cowlitz,
Lewis, Snohomish, Skagit and Willa-p- a
rivers. The Puget Sound and Lake
Washington canal obtained $2,275,000
for a lock, if King county should build
the canal.
harbor
"Bridges,
improvements,
light houses, public buildings and surveys were lavished, generously but
wisely. Alaska even received $60,000
for aids to navigation and $100,000 for
roads. Yakima's Indians actually had
$285,000 set apart for their several requirements, while Colville reservation
in its southern half is to be allotted
to the Indians in tracts not exceeding
160 acres of grazing land.
"Critics of Congress and the President as
are out of a job.
President Taft has always held that
platform pledges are intended to be
kept. He has steadily done his part
toward fulfilling them. No Republican can hesitate to stand on the
party's progressive record. Every Republican should be proud of this
march in the van of progress.
All
who want more of progressive legislation in the interest of the people
win next .November vote for Republican epresentatives."
"

-

The great Civil war army is rapidly
melting away. A few more years and
the survivors will be reduced to a few
thousand.
Civil war pensioners are
now dying at the rate of about
ninety
a day, according to pension bureau in-

Notice for

22, 1910.
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Assistant Cashier.
n
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FI rs i Rational Bank

$150,000
80.000

Transacts a general banking business in all Its' branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and cotlateraS security. Buys and seiis bonds and
stocks In all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to aU parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private, Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six mortths' w years time Liberal
advances made on consignments
livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in tke banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ing. Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of the
ntihli Se rcnfrfnllv Gnlcritd
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IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

5
3

For Best Laundry Work

ixunr

Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop

""iuin ruvvruiJvinnxiruruTJVijriruT

THE

PALACE HOTEL
W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

WOODY'S HACK LINE

One of

Prom

the Best Hotels

Cuisine and
Table Service

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Unex

the West

in

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

celled

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
che north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good
teams.
Tiling- cLcneto Make Pas.

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND

Comfortable. '

FARE

$5.00

fm

KERR'S

e

BEAD, Cashier.

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

Notice is hereby given that Jose
Alires of Lamy, N. M., who, on July
21, 1!05, made homestead
entry( se
SW
rial 06S88), No. 8416, for E
and lot 4, Sec. 7, and Lot 1, Sec
tion IS, Township 14 N., Range 10 E.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final five year proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Register and Re
ceiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe,
N. M on the 18th day of August, 1910,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Alberto Sanchez, Jose Dolores San
chez. Juan Sanchez and Francisco
Analla, all of Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Roose-county-

1910.

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established In 1870

Publication.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M

eeaag-e-

n

15.91

11,

OF SANTA FE.

(06888, Not Cual.)

June

J. B.

FEAWL McKAKE,

!

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It
tfrculatfc)
and
a
growing
has
and
large
every postoffice in the Territory,
the Southwest.
among the Intelligent and progressive people of
fUNION

THE WATER SUPPLY.
An Albuquerque paper last week
stated that there were twenty-thre- e
cases of scarlet fever in the Duke
City at that time. Last week's Carri-zoz-o
Outlook tells of four cases of
typhoid fever caused by the drink- ing of contaminated well water. Each
season has epidemics of its own, but
they can all be traced to lack of pub-- i
lie sanitation or cleanliness. Filth is
at the bottom of all epidemics. In
Santa Fe, there lurks danger in the
wells on account of the lack of a gen-- I
eral sewer system and the impregnation of the soil with unspeakable
This tilth seeps into the under-- j
j filth.
ground water courses and reservoirs
from which the wells dip their water,
j There
is this much about, the water
from the Santa Fe river and the reser
voir, no matter how murky or 'how
much it has come in contact with vegd
etable matter, it is absolutely
from organic filth or disease germs, for along the entire watershed of the river, from the source
on Lake Peak, 12,000 feet above sea
level, to the main receiving reservoir,
there is not a single human habitation
not a single sinkhole, not one source
of contamination.
There, is this caution to water consumers, that no matter how clean and cold the water
from a well may be, well water in
never
is
a settled
community
above suspicion; and that no matter
how murky or full of vegetable matter the supply from a flowing stream
may be, as long as the watershed of
that stream is free from human habi
tations, it can not well be a cause of
typhoid or other illness, caised by
germs and human filth.
WATCH

E NEW MEXICAN

SAJNTA

JULY

MONDAY,

.

PLAZA BARBER SHOP
-

For id years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.

-

g

J
Proprietor

Commodious

Sample Room
OUR NEW FITCH
Long Distance Telephone Station.
TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
&
Steam Heated: Electric
The San Luis Southern now being relieve, Dandruff, falling hair
FIRST CLASS CAFE;
other
We
irritations.
also
scalp
holdRoom
built across the Costilla Estate
Lighted.
Every
a
Hne
of
all the
IN CONNECTION
ings in southern Colorado, is headed carry complete
a Good One,
for Santa Fe, according to the Quest a popular hair and facial tonics.

Gazette. It is now nearing Mesita, a
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
new town on the New Mexico-ColoradBATHS BATHS BATHS
border and which is to be the gateway to the rich valley lands of the
Agehts HUBBS LAUNDRY
Latir, the Cerro and Questa country in
hone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
northern Taos county. From there aundry on Mondays and
Tuesdays
south to Taos and the Penasco valleys
nd deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
trafa new road would pick up enough
All work is guaranteed: yocr
fic to make it pay from the start and
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirt9. without
thence to the Santa Cruz and Nambe
extra
charge.
Santa
and
Fe,
and
valleys
Tesuque
seems to be the natural course for a PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
railroad that would be a good investment and commercial proposition. Of
course, it is the Denver & Rio Grande
that is behind the San Luis Southern,
and its plan to build a new broad
gauge line into Santa Fe may be of
far reaching consequence not only to
this city but to the entire southwest.

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

o

formation.
IMPORTANCE OF DAIRY INDUS- There is no pensioner of the RevoluTRY.
or the war of 1812 on the pension
tion
According to the last year book of roll. The last old survivor
of the Revthe department of agriculture there olution on the
rolls
was Danpension
Unitin
the
cows
milch
are 21,720,000
iel F. Brakeman, who died at Freeed States, and these are worth
A
report, showing
The magnitude of the indus- dom, Cattaraugus county, N. Y., April the very gratifying
of the farmers under the
G
optimism
5,
109
1809,
aged
.years
months
and
understood
try can perhaps be best
8 days.
The last pensioner of the Carlsbad irrigation project, New Mexwhen it is considered that these cows
war was Esther Damon ico, has been received at the WashingRevolutionary
produce yearly about $1,000,000,000 of
Plymouth Union, Vt, who died No- ton office of the reclamation service.
worth of dairy products.
(The Pecos Water Users' Association
There is no other branch of diversi- vember 1, 1900, aged 92 years.
has transmitted to the land office at
There is now only one pensioner on Roswell
fied agriculture so important to the
$6,225.50, which pays practicprogress of a community. The fertil- account of the Revolutionary war on ally all delinquent charges due from
ity of the soil can best be maintain- the roll Mrs. Phoebe M. Palmeter, this project, the total sum paid dured by the liberal use of barnyard aged 89 years old, of Brookfield, N. ing June for
delinquent charges being
manure and the dairy .herd not only Y., pensioned by special act of Con- $7,384.25. The
Water Users' Associamakes this possible, but dairying is gress as the daughter of Jonathan tion also has on hand
$i3,000 paid by
than
other
also more remunerative
Wooley, of New Hampshire.
owners of excess lands and by nonblanches of farming wHien properly
The last surviving pensioned
Of this sum approxsol- resident owners.
carried on.
war of 1812 was Hiram imately $9,200 are for building chargdier
of
the
Dairying has made wonderful prog- Cronk of Ava, N. Y., who died
May 13 es and $3,800 for operation and
ress since the advent of the modern
105 years and 16 days.
1905,
aged
creamery and the consumer of butter
The names of ;;95 widows of the war
has not onlv been benefitted by being
The slates for the Santa Fe dele
furnished a more wholesome and pala- of 1812 remained on the pension roll
to the constitutional convention
gates
table article of food, but the wife in June 30, 1909.
have
been
made. The voters have the
of
the farm home has been relieved
to write their O. K. on them or
right
Let's quit writing it "Territory" and
the drudgery incident to making but
ter on the farm. Where formerly the write it "State." The sooner we get to smash them, but they should not
come after the primaries and comcieam was ripened and churned into accustomed to our new clothes the
conducive
conditions
not
under
and
the sooner we get the plain. The time to complain and to
ti'tter
better;
to fine quality in the finished product people outside to forget we are a act is before and at the primaries.
and in the majority of cases by un territory and think of us as a state Every citizen should take an active
skilled hands, now the most of the the better. On .every envelope leav- interest now in the political movemilk or cream is delivered to a mod- ing the offices of the Bureau of Immi- ments that will culminate in the writern creamery where conditions are gration at Albuquerque, these days, ing of a fundamental law for the Tersuited to the purpose of making but- appears this legend, printed in red ink ritory, a fundamental law which it
ter, and the result has been a wonder- "Ask about New Mexico, the new will not be easy to change after it has
ful Improvement in the quality of our State; the Land of Opportunity."
It once been adopted and approved.
dairy products. As the quality has im is a good scheme and if every busiWhatever may be the decision of
proved consumption has increased and- ness house in New Mexico would have
the progress of dairying has been re- this legend printed on its envelopes the territorial central committee of
markable during the past decade.
it would make one of the best and the Republican party at Albuquerque
The perpetuity of the country's most extensive advertisements the today, it behooves every Republican
greatness depends upon increasing new state could have. The extra cost to get into the game and to play it
the production of farm products from for printing would not exceed $1.50 with all his might. Not only are
year to year, a result which not only on a thousand envelopes and it is
and state offices at stake,
furnishes our people with food but worth $1.50 to any man to extend the but the welfare of business and Indusmaintains the prosperity of our farm- invitation "Ask about New Mexico, try and the future of what ought to be
Increase in produc the new State" to a thousand people one of the leading commonwealths of
ing communities.
tion can only come through Improved jwho ought to know about It.
the Union.
"
$702,-945,00-

-

ii.

i

Cs
GROCERS

We Are
Now

Serving

THE REST.

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
If you drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a lot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to
wait.

Our increasing patronage Is the
best proof that we merit yours.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEProprietor

l

RATES

$1.00 A

DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

iregg's Peerless Hote
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE in
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to
traveling
men, ' Give us a trial if you want first class service,

BERRIES FOR
PRESERVING
Do You Want a Crate?

DO

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.

111;

Leave your order with
us this week.

MYAJO,

The longer you wait, the
more chance you take,
that you will pay more
money, as prices will
soon advance.

301-30- 3

BALLETA

San Francisco St.

Open Until 8. p. m.
THESE PRICES TALK
CHIMAYO PILLOWTOPS,
NATURAL WOOL
WAR CLUBS
TOM TOMS
BOWS and ARROWS
NAVAJO BLANKETS

;

H. S. EAUNE

CANDELARIO

& COMPANY

PHONE 26

and

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE

Strawberries,
Raspberries,
Loganberries,
and Blackberries.
Fresh Vegetables
Daily.

CHIMAYO

50c each
75c
;'
25c
30c "
15c "
65c per pound and up
.

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the Old Cart.
H

u

MONDAY, JULY
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IF! MAD ONLY PUT that

Money in

PERSONAL MENTION.
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ARE YOU GOIN' FISHIN' MR. SPORTMAN?

Attorney Frank Lavan was at Las
Vegas on Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. s. S. Carroll of the
Duke City, are visiting friends here,
Mrs. Maurice Thompson and Mrs.
Wright, of Espanola, are visitors in
the city.
John A. Germain, a dry goods sales-- j
man from New York City, is at the
- .'
Palace.
I , ,fet4i- SI
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Mount-- j
Police, went to Albuquerque last
evening.
Mrs. I.eo Hersch and children have
returned from Santa Cruz where they
friends.
j visited
Dr. C. O. McCline of Starkville,
" -A'
i
Colo., arrived here yesterday to take
a medical examination.
Dr. J. G. Moir of Deming. is in the
Capital to attend the meeting of the
territorial board of health.
Dr. W. P. Seip, of Flagstaff, Ariz.,
who intends to locate in New Mexico,
is a visitor in Santa Fe today.
J. W. Norment went to Albuquerque
to attend the meeting of the Demo-!crati- c
HAVING MONEY OF YOUR OWN enables you to borrow more money
central committee.
Mrs. A. J. Fischer and daughter
whin you want it to start a business of your own.
jClaribel have returned from the
coast where they spent several
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
weeks.
consistent
Interest
with
liberal
We pay
safety.
JM. C. Chaves, Jr., and Eliseo Gal- legos, of Abiquiu, Rio Arriba county,
&
are spending several days in the cap
ital.
Maurice Goldsmith
and Mrs. H.
Goldsmith of St. Louis, arrived here
I

me
BANK

Use the

BRISTOL"
for TWut.

j
i

If you are,
....

j

.

IT

HAVE

J

NOW

ft

TO

L

j

...

COME IN AND GET ACQUAINTED vVITH HIM,
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

His Time is Yours

!

TOO LATE

Te

.ned

wU1

yo

tackle, and a few other
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
that vou need. Just call at our store and
talk to OUR MANWHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.
--

LEARN; START
I I

Pa-jcifi- e

j

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

I

INSURANCE

SURETY BONDS

j

REAL ESTATE
WE HAVE .SOME EXCELLENT BAROAINS1N BOTH
IMPROVED AND UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY,

Our Line

is all new and complete in every

f fie8 l$ larger
and more complete, than ever.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THE
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
.
than ever before.
.
detail ' our a8Sortment

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

yesterday and are visiting relatives
at the Palace.
George E. Ellis, a large real estate
ov ner in this city, where he formerly
resided, was an arrival from the Duke
City yesterday.

Notice our

&4

I;!

I'l

Windows

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

Dr. William D. Radcliffe of Belen,
treasurer of the New Mexico board of
health, is in Santa Fe to attend a
J Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.
meeting of the board,
Dealers
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Lease of Walla
A.
Walla, Wash., and Mrs.
Melby and
See our attractive lint before buying.
children of the same place, are tourists at the Claire hotel.
H. Schweizer of Albuquerque,
a
forecurio dealer representing the Harvey j of American Archaeology this
Santa Pe, New Mexico
noon.
in the
is
The
located
camp
people, was in tne city Saturday and Rito de los
Frijoles, twenty miles
registered at the Palace.
Phone. Red So. 189
119 San Francisco St.
Wr. A. Bayer, secretary of the terri- - west of Santa Fe.
Bishop J. M. Kendrick, of the Epistorial penitentiary, is at Albuquerque
church, who preached a forcecopal
as
secretary of the territoday acting
sermon
ful
at the services of the
torial central committee.
Church
of
the
Holy Faith yesterday
Sheriff
Silviano
ArriRoibal
Rio
of
2
ba county, is registered at the Coro-nad- forenoon, has gone to El Paso, Texas,
hotel. Deputy Sheriff Stephen on diocesan business.
"Carlsbad is harboring distinguishof Abiquiu is also there.
Easton
ON MAHOGANY & OAK PRINCESS DRESSERS
Dr. T. P. Martin of Taos, was in ed visitors in the persons of Mrs. J.
Santa Fe Saturday and yesterday, and Y. Sanders and son. Mrs. Sanders'
of Louisiana.
for Albuquerque to attend the Re- husband is governor
left
WE (JARRY OSTERMOOR MATTRESSES
of that
week
Last
Senator
McEnery
committee
publican central
meeting.
THE BEST SLEEPING TONIC MADE
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P. stale, died, and Governor Sanders was
Gable is among the faithful at the Re- - chosen as his successor. Mrs. San'
publican territorial central commit- ders and son have apartments at the
Gents Wardrobes and a full line of Housefurnishing
tee's meeting at Albuquerque today. Hendersog home on Canal street."
A. C. Ringland, district forester, ac- Carlsbad Argus.
District Attorney Alexander Read
companied by J. H. Campbell and Dr.
P. Pearce, of Albuquerque, arrived and T. D. Burns, the well known merJ.
The Wagner Furniture and Undertaking Establishment
in the city yesterday on his way to chant, of Tierra Amarilla, arrived in
the city Saturday and started for AlAntonito, Colo.
The Madrid baseball team was reg- buquerque expecting to take the flyer
istered yesterday at Gregg's hotel. at Lamy. They found, however, that
Ornamental Doors.
Other persons from Madrid at Gregg's every seat on the flyer had been taken
were Mrs. R. T. Hynd and Dr. F. B. and so they returned to Santa Fe,
starting again for Albuquerque yesterThumann.
John H. Sargent, of El Rito, Rio Ar- day. They will take part in the Reriba county, left Santa Fe yesterday publican central committee meeting.
'
Mrs. Henry Bardshar and Mrs. Carl
for Albuquerque to attend the meetare visiting friends at the ValBishop
ing of the Republican central commitley ranch.
tee.
Miss Helen and Miss Catherine
M'ss Frances Abbott who has been
who spent the winter here
forein
the capital left this
visiting
now
are
living at their home near
noon for her father's ranch in the
Rito de los Frijoles, twenty miles Cleveland Park, Washington, D. C.
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Snyder of Puebwest of Santa Fe.
sumlo,
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa mer.Co'.o., are in Santa Fe for the
of
is
Mr.
Snyder
superintendent
was a passenger yesterday afternoon
r.ew York Mutual
for Albuquerque where he today at- agencies tor tne
Life Insurance Company.
THE SECRET OF BEAUTY
tends the sessions of the territorial
are made to perfection from our
Mayor Arthur Seligman was at Allies in a good complexion and the Republican central committee.
is
buquerque
today to attend the meetwcod
the
because
Lumber)
Mrs. Solomon Luna, of Los Lunas,
of a good complexion is good
secret
the
of
territorial central commit
ing
in ovprv
and blood. Our
.
nartir.vjlar
norfpftt
i
i
toilet articles embrace Mrs. John Q. A. Otero' and. Mrs. Vir tee of the Democratic party.
j
of
free from every imperfection
everything to preserve the complexion ginia Noland, of Albuquerque, have
Judge N. B. Laughlin was among the
Knots, cracKs ana warpings. and our blood purifiers enable one to pone to Long Beach, Cali., where they Unterrifled
who went to Albuquerque
Everv foot, of it is thoroughly
will spend a part of the summer.
have it.
'
v
to attend the central committee
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so WARM WEATHER, TOILET
Jose Montaner, the editor and pubit can be absolutely relied upon
lisher of La Revista de Taos, was in
The daintiest of Santa Fe yesterday on his way to Aby carpenters and builders, and aids here freckle
BIG REPUBLICAN RALLY
sun-burlotions,
powders,
wide-awake
archiall sensible,
lbuquerque where- he attended the
AT ALBUQUERQUE TONIGHT.
are at your command.
remedies
tects hereabouts particularly A. D. S. blood mixture guaranteed. meeting of the Republican central Tonight at Albuquerque a Republicommittee.
mention our Lumber in their
can rally will be held with the folNathan Salmon, the well known lowing speakers:
specifications.
STRIPLING-BURROW- S
& Company.
merchant, is back from a three weeks'
"Statehood and What It Means,"
sojourn at Sulphur Springs, where he Governor W. J. Mills.
Where your dollar buys the most.
says the accommodations equal those
"The Future State," W. H. Andrews.
of any similar resort in the east or
"What Statehood Means to the
middle west.
Spanish Speaking People," Eugenio
Rev. Paul Gilberton, formerly par- Romero, Las Vegas.
"Taft and Statehood," former Gov- ish priest of Guadalupe church on the
ernor
will
now
of
Las
j
Southside,
George curry.
Vegas,
EXPERT EMBALMERS and FUNERAL DIRECTORS
leave tomorrow for Vichy, France, j "The
Campaign,"
Approaching
Satisfaction Guaranteed
where he expects to regain his health
Everything New
naries A. Spiess, uas vegas.
an d
on all Work.
which has been impaired.
"The Present Duty of the RepubliHe exto
two
months. can Party," H. O. Bursum, Socorro.
in
about
return
pects
Prices Right.
Service Prompt, Day or Night.
Dr. Edgar L. Hewelt wras bound for
"The Citizen and State," Ralph C.
the summer school camp of the School Ely, Deming.
i

Wholesaled Retail
in

Everything in Hardware.

j

O C WATSON & COMPANY

iS&XXSSSZg
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SPECIAL SALE FOR

rtn j

I

WEEKS ONLY

o

Ppi'

m mm

Cav-anaug-

n

MENS

READY-TO-WEA-

Prices that mean gooil values
Style9 that are absolutely the
very latest
No sweat shop or shoddy
found here
No left overs from last year
or many years

IF ITS
WANT

CLOTHING

R

Workmanship and material the very best
suit with real distinction and style
Newiroods. new stvles. new prices
Hand taylored. from fitting and perfect Jit
We buy from the largest clothing manufacturers in the U. S.

A

TAILOR
WE ARE

THE

VOU

LEADERS

The Royal Tailors of Chicago (nnl Neir York are unapproachable.
show you hoir ire can improve the Jit you have had,

Let

v.,t

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

Charles W. Dudrow

The Wagner Undertaking Establishment.
Up-To-Da- te.

PAY

Hour Electric

amid
i

up

N 8IHIT

WIRE

!RT-

for Electric Irons, Broilers.
JFhgVTOXS Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

VV

-S

A

POOLTRY

PANSY

PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

YARDS

ARK SELLING) OI'T!
FKESH LAID EGtJS every day

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Phlckens
are yarded In the orchard
under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only, No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoninf
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

ervice

and

K

jL

ac

R, V. BOYLE Mgr.
CL1REHD0N

PLACES

TH0S-DAR-

Santa Fe Water

CLARENDON
GARDEN

AND

ff

'UM

and See
th

Light Company

Operation

i
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Many Women
who are
Splendid Cooks

1, 4

ai, Louis Rockj

Company.

Railway

dread having to prepare an elab-

orate dinner because they are
not sufficiently strong to stand
over an intensely hot coal
range. This is especially true
in summer. Every woman
takes pride in the table she sets,
but often it is done at tremendous cost to her own vitality
through the weakening effect of
cooking on a coal range in a
hot kitchen.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In effect March 1st

(Read Dawn)
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(Head Up)

STATIONS

Miles

;i,v.

U'S

20

Moines. N. M. .A i

f

f
Vigil
f
Thompson
f
'unninglmni
A r ('lift on House N. M. I.V!
Lv
Ar! 12 00
Raton, N. M
ArC i ft oiiH ousejN M..Lv 11 37
Lv.. Clifton House X" M.Ari 11 37
11 20
SPrestoii
11 00
Koplllei'Jullction
Lv
10 40
10 51
JKoehlei
..l,Oolfax.
iio io
9 42
Cerrososo
Ar
Lv 9 25
Cimarron
8 55
Lv
Ar
Cimarron
Nash
fi 47
.

Harlan
Tte Park,

Ar

22

5 00

lapulin

4 15
4 05

3 45
3 25
2 55

10 00
9 40

f8 37
8 20

N. M...I,v

MONDAY,

: Be sure
you get this stove see 1II
that the
reads "New Perfection," H

Cautionary Note

9

"Connects with K. P. & S. W. Ky, train No.124 arriving in Dawson, N, M. ai 6:15 p. in.
Connects with K. P. iS S, W. Ky, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55 a.m.
SStage for Van Houteu N, M. meets trains at Preston N. M.
CAS. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow:
SOUTH ROUND
NORTH ROUND:
No. 1. 4.48 a. m.
No. 8. 10 44 a. in.
No. 7. 6 49 p. in.
No, 2. 1111 p, in.
Track connection with A. T. A. S. K. Ry. at Raton and Preston with O, & S. Ry. at
fc!
N
W.
S.
M,
Des Moines
P,
and Cimarron & Northwestern at
Ry. at Colfax,
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
and Red Lakes, N.M.
Ute Park, N. M. is depot forthe following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Oerro, Klizabethtown. Lobo, Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red
Baldy Black Lakes,Taos
and Twining.
River City, Talpa,
Daily. fFlag, tDaily except Sunday
E. J. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. T
Raton, N. M.

It is no longer ntcessary to wear
yourself out preparing a fine dinner.
Even in the heat of summer you can
cook a large dinner without being
worn out

e

name-plat-

stumbled against the blade, and in recovering himself, fell against another.
After temporarily staunching the
flow of blood, he started for a physician's office.
It is probable the loss of blood
brought on the fainting spell, though
the excessive heat may have intensi
fied his weakness
On nearing the
crossing the freight train was reduced
to the customary low speed and the
crossing whistle was sounded It is
thought Rhemhart heard it and in
tended stepping back, but was over
come on the track and was unable to

M&w l?erciiori

Oil Cook-stov-e

Gives no outside heat, no smell, no smoke. It will cook the biggest dinner
without heating the kitchen or the cook. It is immediately lighted and immedifire by urnlnS a
ately extinguished. It can be changed from a slow to a quick
handle. There's no drudgery connected with it, no coal to carry, no wood to chop.
You don't have to wait fifteen or twenty minutes till its fire gets going. Apply a
slow or an
light and it's ready. By simply turning the wick up or down you get a else. It
intense heat on the bottom of the pot, pan, kettle or oven, and nowhere
has a Cabinet Top with shelf for keeping plates and food hot, drop shelves for
coffee, teapot or saucepan, and even a rack for towels. It saves time, worry,
health and temper. It does all a woman needs and more than she expects. Made
sizes can be had with or without
with 1, 2, and 3 burners ; the 2 and
Cabinet.
of the
Every dealer everywhere s it not at yours, Trite for Descriptive Circnlar to the nearest agency

Continental Oil Company
(Incorporated)
ASK FOR TICKETS
'SHIP YOTJK FREIGHT

MOTEL ARRIVALS

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

El Paso & Southwestern

The Best Route

-

Palace.
Albuquerque; Gerald
A. Guthrie, Rocky Ford, Colo.; Alexander Read and T. D. Burns, Tierra
Amarria; E. J. Hurley, Alamosa; Jose
Montener, Taos; C. R. Wise, Denver;
C. M. Butler, Pueblo; G. E. Seymour,
Kansas City; S. G. Hatfield, Kansas
Valley
Washbourne,
City; C. K.
Ranch; Maurice Goldsmith and Mrs.
H. Goldsmith, St. Louis; John A. Germain, New York City; A. C. Ringland,
J. H. Campbell and Dr. J. P. Pearce,
Albuquerque; Dr. C. O. McCline,
Starkville, Colo.
Claire.
C. E. Whitcave, D. J. Penno, John
Lackey, Trinidad; D. L. Williams,
Glorieta; F. B. Thurman, Cerrillos;
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Lease, Mrs. A. Mel-b- y
and Children, Walla Walla, Wash.;
H. H. McConkle, Kansas City; Emery
Arnold, Arroyo Hondo; Thomas Gonzales, Abiquiu; Diego Salazar, Espa-nolCosme Herrera, Pojoaque; S. M.
Edmondson, Clayton; Neal Jenson, Es- tancia; W. H. Fletcher, Wichita Falls,
Texas; John Sandoval, Luis Rosen-jbacAlbuquerque, Erick, Okla.
Gregg's.
J. H. Pemberton, Mcintosh; J. P.
Hayes, Kansas City; Mrs. Celeste
Martin, Mrs. Ella Schafranka,
J. H. Westbrook, Moline,
111.; R. E. Curry, Denver; the Madrid
Baseball Team; Mrs. R. T. Hynd,
Madrid; F. B. Thumann, Madrid; O.
P.
D. McCray, Clovis;
William
Spicer, Gallup; Mrs. Maurice Thompson, Mrs. Wright, Espanola; T. P.
Martin, Taos; Mrs. H. T. Ander, G. C.
t,
Anderson, Las Vegas; Dr. Stern,
C.
St.
I.
Joseph,
Weber,
Texas;
Mo.; William D. Radcliffe, Belen; J.
G. Moir, Deming; Noble Van Zant,
Roswell; E. L. Powell, Texas; Mr. and
Mrs. S. S. Carroll, George E. Ellis, Albuquerque.
Coronado.
Silviano Roybal, Chamita; S. H.
Ream, City; C. W. King, Las Vegas;
J M. Chaves, Jr., Eliseo Gallegos, Abiquiu; W. R. Mason, J. B. Hill, Alamosa; J. N. Vigil, Talpa; John A. Lee,
Onage, Kan.; S. Padilla, Wagon
Mound;' Dr. G. G. Kesner, Willard;
Deputy Sheriff Stephen Easton,
H. Schweizer,

System

East or West

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El Paso Texas.

j

a;

d;

FISHIN8 RATES
FROM SANTA FE TO

Dal-har-

Embudo
Tres Piedras
Antonito
Chama

and ret,mn

"

$2.65
4.55

"

6.30

"

9.50

Best Trout

FISHING
In the World

WagonWheel Gap ieatur-- 10.70
n

Tickets at Union Depot.
F. H. McBRIDE,

AGENT.

ENGINEER BADLY

HURT
IN A RUNAWAY,

eye-ball-

His Foot May Have to Be Amputated
Work Rapidly Progressing on
Mimbres Cannery.

Y ST

Fin Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 8

Deming, N. M., July 11. Van Sickle,
who has been operating a traction engine for J. M. 0"Shea, at Columbus,
was thrown out of his buggy while
the team was running away and had
his right ankle fractured. He was
brought to the hospital in Deming, and
It is quite likely, owing to the ser- -

S.

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don Caspar Avenue

CHAS. CLOSSON

There is always some person at one
time or another who has printing to be
done and if the work is to be first
class the New Mexican job printing
department can fill tlhe bill. Why get
printing that isn't first class, any way,
since appearance today is ol such,

It Is an admitted fact that real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and bst results are
obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.
Rebound When excellent wora can
be done right at home. Consult the
New Mexican Bindery.

marshal.

W. H. Betts, county assessor of
Grant county, was in Deming yesterday. He is on his way to the Elks
reunion at Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. Hallie Ward returned from a
short stay at Faywood yesterday.
PIONEER CITIZEN KILLED
ON RAILROAD

The
new medium-bac- k
is a feature.

TRACK.

Grand Junction, Colo., July 11.
Seized with a fainting spell on his way
for medical aid, W. E. Rheinhart, a
ranch owner and pioneer merchant of
this city, fell on the Rio Grande cross
ing at Seventh street before a moving
freight train . and was crushed to
death.
In his store only a few moments
previously he had cut his leg in two
He haa
places on a plowshare.

SILVER CITY NEGRO PUGILIST HAD TO FIGHT BACK.

Silver City, X. M., July 11. Silver
City's prize negro boxer ,Wm. McNeal,
who has given a number of boxing exhibitions the past few months, was
called upon here following the Jeffries- Johnson fight, to make a fight of his
own. a number of Jeffries' admirers,
and possibly losers, attacked McNeal
and McNeal backed away, endeavor
ing to avoid trouble. The white fight
enthusiasts then advanced and started in to whip the negro in true westhave himself.
ern style, but McNeal was equal to
Reinhart was 50 years old and a the occasion and quickly landed
leading citizen. He conducted an auto some knockout blows. McNeal and
garage with his implement business one of his principal assailants were
and owned much land in the county. arrested.
He leaves a widow and two children.
Notice for Publication Isolated Tract.
WILL FURNISH AMUSEMENTS
FOR POOR OF CITY.

No. 012067.

Public Land Sale.
Department of the Interior,
Centennial of Mexican Independence
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
to Be Celebrated With AllegorJune 3, 1910
ical Parade in September.
Notice is hereby given that, as directed by the Commissioner of the
Mexico City, July 11. The national General Land Office, under provisiona
committee of commerce has just de of Act of Congress approved June 27,
cided to celebrate the centennial of 1906 (34 Stats., 517), we will offer at
Mexican independence next Septem- public sale, to the highest bidder, at
ber with an elaborate allegorical pro 10 o'clock a. m., on the 27th day of
cession, the dedication of the first July, at this office, the following
stone of a proposed monument to the described land:
centennial and in furnishing amuse- of NE
of Sec. 15, T. 15,
SE
ment for the poor of the city.
N.t R. 9 E. N. M. P. M. O. B.
The parade will be held on the
Any person claiming adversely the
morning of September 4. It will be
land are advised to
a lavish affair, and almost
every fije thejr ciaims, or objections, on or
prominent business man in ine coun- - oefore the time designated for sale.
try will be represented, while all of
MANUEL R. OTERO,
the trades, arts, guilds and clubs of
Register.
the capital will have one or more
FRED MULLER,
Mutualistic
floats.
beautiful
and
Receiver.
1-- 4

above-describe-

working

iousness of the fracture, that the foot
will have to be amputated.
Thomas Marshall has returned from
a business trip to Silver City.
Lon Barksdale has recently returned to his ranch after spending a few
days in Deming.
Miss Jessie Gadd left last night for
Leabanon, Mo., where she will spend
several months visiting relatives.
Horb Osmer went to Rincon last
night on business.
Wm. Cassman, deputy IT. S. marshal, returned to Deming from the
west last night.
A. W. Wallis has gone to Los Angeles for a few days on business.
Bert Taylor and wife returned from
California
They leave
yesterday.
Deming tonight for their home in San
ta Rita.
W. M. Banner was in today from
his ranch to meet his two brothers
from North Carolina. All three left
this afternoon for the Banner ranch
near Separ.
H. H. Hall, of Goldfield, Nev., is
prospecting in the valley.
Daniel W Brown, of Kansas City,
Mo., secretary of the American Firemen's Mining Company, is here looking after the company's fluor-spa- r
mine in the Cook's range.
H. E. Day, Duncan, Ariz., passed
through Deming en route to Kansas
points on business.
Mr. Farnsworth, of Silver City, was
in Deming this morning. He is on his
way to Phoenix to buy several car
loads of beef catle.
C. E. Happ returned from his ranch
up the Mimbres this morning. He reports that the work is progressing
rapidly on the cannery which he is
building there.
Five more electric motors were received yesterday by the Deming Ice
& Electric Company, and S. A. Milli-ke- n
and Frank Darrett are installing
their motors. Mr. J. M. Williams and
J. M. Young, who are also on the power-line
and pushing the work on their
wells are rapidly as possible and will
soon be ready to install their motors.
The recital given at Clark's opera
house by Misses Wamel and McKeyes
was well attended and enthusiastically
received.
The shot from the exhaust pipe of a
gasoline engine came near blinding
J. J. Oliver who was engaged in drilling a well for G. M. Sadler near Mirage spring. Dr. S. D. Swope was summoned and a number of small pieces
of carbon were taken from the injurThe right eye suffered
ed
the most, and is severely cut. Mr.
Oliver left for El Paso where he will
engage the services of a specialist in
the hope of saving his sight.
Mrs. J. C. Rosborough and sister-in-laMrs. J. C. Dyer, have gone to Los
Angeles for the summer.
Willie T. West, who has been wanted at Abilene, being charged with
mail robbery, was apprehended Monday, 58 miles south of Hachita in the
Los Animas mountains on the Mexican border, and brought to Deming
yesterday by Wm. Cassman, deputy U.

JULY 11, 1910.

men's societies will all

1-- 4

d

be

represented.
In the afternoon of the same day
the first stone of the monument re-- ,
ferred to above will be dedicated on
the famous beauty spot of the down
town district, the Alameda. This
monument will be a fountain, arch or
statue, to be decided upon later, but
at all events an appropriate memen- to of the occasion.
It is believed that the floats will all
be of very elaborate designs. Artists
to arrange them have already been en-gaged by many of the institutions of
the capital.

j

FRESH EGGS

j

CKEAM

MILK

&

No I4tf

Red
Telephone
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

j

j

i

CHEAP

TRIP

ROUND

1

RATES

i

TO ALL POINTS VIA

ONE THOUSAND MILES
OF GAS LINE,

i

Houston, Tex., July 11. Work will
commence in the near future on the
laying of gas lines which are to dis-- !
tribute over southwest Texas the pro- duct of the Webb county gas wells,
The Producers' Oil Company has so
far brought in eleven wells and will
drive several others as soon as a can-- .
vass of the market has been made,
Orders for 1000 miles of gas piping
have been given and the laying of
mains at Laredo and other points has
commenced. The company proposes
to sell its gas at 30 cents per 1000
cubic feet, a price which is just one-fiftof that now paid in this city. It
is expected that San Antonio will be- come the largest consumer of Webb
county gas.

j

Hew Mexico Central
Effective June 2nd, 1910

i

j

j

ATLANTIC CITY
ASBURY PARK
BOSTON

j

h

i
!

CHICAGO
DETROIT
HOT SPRINGS
KANSAS CITY
ST, LOUIS

iNF.W YORK

$74.05
$73.70
$77.95
$50.35
$60.35
$44.60
$35.35
$44.35

$75.15

Restoration to Entry of Lands In National '
DAYLIGHT TRAIN
Forest. Notice is hereby given that the,
lands described below, embracingl94.64acres
within the Pecos and Manzano National Fo- BETWEEN
rests, New Mexico, will be subject to settle- ment and entry under the provisions of the
homestead laws of theUnited States and the
act of Junell, 1906 (34 Stat ,1 33), at the United '
States land office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
&
on augusi 11, laiu. Any settler who was actually and in good faith claiinlngany of said
lands foragri cultural purposes prior to January 1, 1906. and has not, abandoned same,
has a preference right to make a homestead
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
entry for the lands actually occupied. Said
lands were listed upon the applications of
a. m. Daily.
the persons mentioned below, who have a
preference right subject to the sAtt right
of an v finch spt.t.lpr nrnvtripH ennhprior
lafn.
informatinn rpffArrlirtff frpiffhf
applicant is qualified to make homestead ' For
ICgdlUing Tieiglll
entry and the preference right is exercised rUI
August li, laio, on which date the
prior to
lands will be subject to settlement and enand passenger rates etc. call
by any qualified nerson. The lands are
try
as follows: The SWW ofNW14, the W!4 of
at city office, Laughlin Block
WViof SEW of NWV4, Sec. 8. T. 16 N., R. lo
K..N. M. M , 60 acres, application of Albino
Ortega, of Santa Fe, New Mexico; List
or Phone 145.
of SWVi, and Lots 6 and 7 Sec. 19, T.
The
11 N., R. 7 E., 146,54 acres,
of Wilapplication
lie S. Thompson, of Moriarty, New Mexico:
List 1848. S. V. Proudfit, Assistant Oommig-sionerL H. GIBSON,
theGeneralLand Office. Approved
May 23, 1918, FRANK PIERCE. First Assistant Secretary of the Interior.
City Frt.& Pass. Agt.

Santa Fe

El Paso

Summer Resorts
YOU KNOW

That Ojo Caliente Waters ARE BEST;

it is ust the time to take a little vacation. Why not go
up there while it is cool? REMEMBER "What cures
will prevent"
For rates, address. Manager.
OJO CALIENTE HOT SPRINGS, New Mexico.

Weils F argo & Company

xpress

Gewal Express Forwarders
TO

Ml Farts of the World
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fsrgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
a PITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J. 0. BARNES. Aoent

JULY 11, 1910.

MONDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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HER PALM

pany. L. R. Babcock of Kelly, is the
general manager and J. J. Mclnnis has
Denotes the Highest Tragic and Ar- charge of the mill and engine room.
tistic Powers and Talents.
The mill has just shipped its monthly
gold brick, worth $,4,000 to $5,000 to
Prof. Grant Chesterfield, the cele- the mint at New Orleans. The mill
brated palmist, has added a number has twenty stamps and in a busy seaof imprints to his famous collection son employs 40 men. The Golden Bell
of palmographs since his stay in town Mining Company is doing assessment
and among the number is that of a work and is planning further developcertain young lady whose palm de- ment. A 300 yard tunnel base been
notes a career most flattering; at completed which connects with the old
l
tunnel through a shaft. Charles
is the manager and D. M. Farson
of Chicago, the principal owner.
s
Geological Exploration in the
Representatives of the Yale
1'niversity Museum will study the

WAN
FOR RENT Furnished room with
bath and electric light. Apply at the
New Mexican.

It's a
wise nickel

Cap-su-

s

...'if

fffik

1

FOR SALE Planing mill complete.
Reason for selling, old age and poor
health. Apply P. Hesch.

that buys the

I

FOR RENT A small furnished
house; best location in town. Address,
X. Y. .7., New Mexican office.

San-dia-

geology of the Sandia mountains, 40
miles south of Santa Fe this summer.
The geology of the Sandias is in some
respects the most striking to be found
in the United States.
Mutual Placer Company ,T. A. Car-rutof Santa Fe, of the Mutual
Placer Company, received a request a
short time ago from B. B. Wilson, editor of "Mines and Minerals," published by the International Correspondence Sohols of Scranton, Pa., for an
article about the company and the
country it is in. As this paper has the
largest circulation of any mining paper in the Tinted States it was considered quite a compliment to the company to be asked to furnish such an
article. It will be illustrated, make
about four pages and will be in the
September number. The company has
received quite a number of very encouraging inquiries lately from eastern men who want to become interested in it. Evidently the tide in the
east is setting in in favor of mining

111

i

h,

least that is what Chesterfield says.
The young lady in question is now
studying hard, fitting herself for the
stage, and if Chesterfield's predictions
and the hopes of her numerous friends
are realized, she certainly will move
in brilliancy. It is said that he tells
the condition of your health, what
ails you and whether or not you can
be cured. If you will soon make
changes in your business conditions;
if your home life is or will be happy;
if you will be fortunate in your love
affairs; if you will win your lawsuit;
if absent friends will return; If you
will travel, and if you wish he will
also tell you when you are to die.
It is said by the most prominent
men and women of Santa Fe that he
performs marvels in reading the
palm and in his clairvoyant readings
he actually tens your name in milage and date of your birth.
His parlors remain open evenings
until 8:30. They are on the north-- !
west corner of Lincoln and Palace
avenues. The entrance is on Pal-

'

j

i

nickel brand has ever equaled
the Owl in steady patronage.
Three millions a week. The
quality improves with age.
Always the foremost and i
never so good as now.
Successfully better for

Lincoln County The west drift in
the main shaft of the Commercial
Metals Company, working near Carri-zozhas become so hard that only
three inches of shaft can be drilled.
In the east drift a body of ore has
been leased for a period of seven
years. A new set of machinery is to
be erected.
Lordsburg Ten carloads of ore
were shipped last week from Lordsburg, the shippers being the Eighty-Fiv- e
Company, S. W. Maltbie and

n

n

n

Cook & Leber. The Orion Mining
Company has discovered that some
ore has been shipped from its mine,
the Dundee, without permission of its
officers.
Magdalena The different leases of
the Old Kelley stopes are all shipping
good zinc ore. The new tunnel known
as "Sleeper" tunnel is in about 600
feet, but is still in the sedimentary
rocks. The
Smelting and
Developing Company has its new
roaster in operation.
Rosedale J. P. Worrell of Valparaiso, Ind., is the principal owner of
the Rosedale. Milling and Mining Com- -

shifts.

Mogollon

A twelve

horse freight

n

shapes.
The Perlecto you know.
The Corona is new.

FOR SALE My stock of general
merchandise, store rent free, good location; very little competition. Buy
from owner. Address Mrs. Henry J.
Young, Cerro, N. M.

j

TYPEWRITERS

j

New
adjusted and repiiirid.
platens furnished. KIMions mul suppli'.
I
ype write rs sold, cxchnnireil mul rt nlcii
htnndard mnkes handled. All repair wor
and typewriters izunranteed.
Santa K
Typewriter Kxehansre.
It'Kiu'il,

i

WANTED Position with general
mercantile firm, by first class man of
15 years' experience with native trade.
Address J. C. care of the New Mexi-

!

the court.'

RECEIVER IS ASKED FOR
COLORADO LAND CONCERN.
Denver, Colo., July 11. Through its
attorney, I. B. Melville, the Colorado
Land and Water Supply Company, in
charge of the Ignacio land project in
La Plata county, asked for a receiver
by permission of the state land board
during a lengthy hearing before that
body yesterday afternoon.
The land board listened to complaints from some of the land holders
under the project for three hours. The
latter want their money back, and
their spokesman, Dr. George B. Whitney, said that many of the landholders want to break up the plans of the
company, whether they get their money or not.
The complaints in substance are
that the company's plans were never
anything but paper plans and bluffs;
that the company never secured reservoir rights it claimed would be secured, has done no construction work
and is a year overtime on its promise
to turn water on the lands.

Pinkham's

0

d

e

j

jl

see, and any person violating the provisions of this section shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be punished
Jby a fine of not less than $50 nor
more than $100 or by imprisonment
for not less than thirty days or more
than sixty days, or by both such fine
and Imprisonment in the discretion of

WD1YIELD

you-hav-

Ex-

can.

BACKACHE

letter will induce
other women to avail themselves of NEWSPAPER MAN LEAVES HIS
this valuable medicine." Mrs. E. M.
SAVINGS FOR A HOLY CAUSE.
Frederick, Bloomdale, Ohio.
Backache is a symptom of female
weakness or derangement.
Pittsburg, July 11. The will of NichIf
backache don't neglect it. To olas Dale, a former newspaper man,
get permanent relief you must reach who has lived for years a hermit-likthe root of the trouble. Nothing we life on 65 cents a week as he boastknow of will do this so safely and surely
as Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- ed, was filed directing that $1,350
Cure the cause of these dis- which he had saved be forwarded to
pound.
and pains and you will the Holy Land to the Sorrowful Mothaches
tressing
become well and strong.
er and Blessed Virgin church erected
The great volume of unsolicited tes- 1500 years ago in the path of the
timony constantly pouring in proves cross.
conclusively that Lydia E. Pinkham's
He wrote that he had long desired
Vegetable Compound, made from roots that all his worldly goods "be left in
to
health
thourestored
has
and herbs,
the last footsteps of Our Divine Lord
sands pf women.
on his last journey while yet in the
douht
the
have
If you
slightest
Pinkham's
E.
Vegeflesh and blood."
that Lydia
table Compound will help you, As a writer he was once well known
write to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn, here for his Intimate acquaintance
Mass., for advice. Your letter with the steel Industry and its leaders,
win be absolutely confidential,
including Andrew Carnegie.
and the advice tree.

CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED

perience unnecessary. Sell our brands
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
for full particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.

j

YOU

I

Colorado Springs, Colo.

thirty
years.
Now made in two

Silver City for
with a large
county,
Socorro
Mogollon,
air receiver for the Little Fannie
mine. The ninety miles will be covered in one week.
White Oaks A gold strike is rethe Old
ported on the Rita between mines
at
Homestake
North
and
Abe
was
It
White Oaks, Lincoln county.
from an old shaft DAUGHTER OF MILLIONAIRE
made in a cross-cu- t
at a depth of 50 feet. The mineralized
FIGHTS BILL OF DENTIST.
matter is three and a half feet wide
Chicago, July 11. Miss Nellie Anhe-use-r
and two feet of it runs $2,000 to the
of the wealthy St. Louis family of
ton. The property is owned by John that name arrived in Chicago to conat
is
but
W. Harrison of St. Louis,
test the suit of Dr. Robert Good, a
present under lease.
dentist, for $500 for work done for the
defendant.
EL PASO SMUGGLER
While Miss Anheuser was here for
MAKES CONFESSION.
the grand opera last winter, the gowns
atEl Paso, Tex., July 11. Through which she expected to wear were
dentist
of
the
with
many
at
instance
tached
the
C.
J.
Hall,
of
confession
the
aliases, and information obtained herea The defendant has refused to pay the
of almost
bill on the grounds that the rate of
by officials, the arrests
with
opium
$25 an hour charged by Dr. Good is exdozen people, charged
have been made in sev- cessive for work which she declares
smuggling,
eral parts of the country. The action she was compelled to have done over
it is expected, will break up one of by another practitioner.
the biggest organized bands of opium
To Lydia E.
traffickers the country has known.
NEW SORT OF RECORD
The arrests made to date, either
IN POSTOFFICE LINES.
Vegetable Compound
here or on information wired from
Bloomdale, Ohio. "I suffered from here by federal officials, tfhat opium
San Antonio, Texas, July 11. For
rciins
in mvy back had been shipped from El Paso, intorrihlo
VU1J.VVS lioarl'iMiAs
UVUMllVlluui
J
cities
ana
its size San Antonio, holds the
laud
side,
mmmMmmm
right
clude:
1909-1was tired all the .
record on undelivered mail
Moore,
alias
Elijah
D.
C.
Stevenson,
time and nervous.
matter.
Letters and packages found
AnLos
I could not sleep, Los Angeles; Frank C.Welch,
to be
and
by the postoffice
S.
S.
Young
R.
month
Flynn,
I
and every
geles;
could hardly stand, Tillie Hall, San Francisco; Ethel Jack- during the last fiscal year reached the
the pain. Lydia E. son, El Paso; C. Chisholm, Atlanta, tremendous total of 42,495 pieces. Of
Pinkham's Vegeta Ga.; and two Chinamen named Wong, these 26,525 had no return address and
ble Compound re- All .were caught for this reason had to be sent to the
stored me to health at Atlantic City.
from an express dead letter office. Most of the pieces
again and made me either taking opium
feel like a new wo- office or sending it, and several have were letters, though there were also
man. I hope this been indicted by federal grand juries.

team started from

4

WANTED A man to handle our
):n:. Must give bond. Good proposition. Write Grand Union Tea Co.,

.

ing for coal

MINES HHP MINIMS

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co.. maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael, Real Estate.

considering how many chances
it has to get less value. No

investments at present.
Tularosa The Tularosa Copper
Company, whose property is at Bent,
13 miles from Tularosa, Otero county,
in the Sacramento mountains, is systematically drilling the ground proved
during the past year by means of Cyclone core and churn drills to be practically continuous for 2300 feet. The
company has enlarged its plant and
ditch. The new mill, nearly completed will have a capacity of from 240 to
300 tons.
Organ It is reported that W. H.

Skidmore of El Paso, Texas, in sink10 miles north of Organ,
Dona Ana county, has struck oil. J.
T. McCullough of Las Cruces states
that the Bennett Stephenson Mining
& Milling Company, of which he is
secretary, organized to take over the
Bennett Stephenson mines in the Organ mountains, will soon begin operations on a larger scale than ever, and
as soon as sufficient ore is extracted
concentrating mill will be
the 200-tonew exporation shaft will
A
started.
be sunk 200 feet to open up new ore
bodies.
is
Kelly The Ozark Zinc Company
100-tomill
and
shipping
operating its
concentrates east. The
Company is operating double shift
and shipping zinc concentrates to the
Kansas smelters. The German Minfull
ing Company is also operating

ace avenue.
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FRANK OWEN,
All persons are herewith forbidden Manager Santa, Fe Water and Light
Company.
to enter upon the lands of the Santa
Santa Fe, N- M . June 20. mo.
Fe Water and Light Company for the
I K I'AHTM KNT OF THK
purpose of fishing in the large reserINTKRIOR,
voir of said company, this notice be Office of Indian Affairs. Washington, 1, '.Sealed proposals for letting grazing piivting given under Section 4, Chapter 83, leireson the .Mesealero Indian Reservation
Of the Session Laws Of 1909, WhlCll New Mexico, under the permit system,
i will be received at the
Olllce of the Ooin- prOVides that it Shall be unlawful for missioned of Indian Affairs, Washington.
COMPLETE COUNTERFEITING
to enter upon said Perm - J ';. ntH2 oviock p ni, Monday August
OUTFIT DISCOVERED. any person
isea or enclosure iur uie yui poac ui opened in t he presence of such bidders as
Maps showing location of the
hunting or fishing, or to kill or injure may attend.
'districts and all necessary InforPolice Arrest August Norment at San any birds, animals or fish within such grazing
mation may be obtained on application to
Antonio Under Very Damaging
superintendent of tne Mesealero Indian
enclosure or pasture at any time with- the
School. Mesealero, New Mexico. K. (i,
Circumstances.
lesor
owner
out the permission of such
VA f.KNTIN K, Commissioner.
San Antonio, Texas, July 11. A
complete counterfeiting outfit was
found in a room in the city, said to
,Look Over Your Suit
have been occupied by August Norment, who was arrested a few days
ago. In the room was also found $132
worth of counterfeit coin and a large
quantity of stolen goods, mostly clothing and cigars. The paraphernalia
taken consisted of two copper dies for
molding American half and quarter
dollars, considerable quantities of tin,
copper, silver and other metals, crucibles, melting screens, plaster-of-paris- ,
and several chemicals, among them
Several boxes
cyanide of potassium.
containing dross showed that the operator had turned out considerable
TAKE YOUR CHOICE.
quantities of the "queer." The coins
made are pronounced by the authori- Take a
pick with your eyes shut and after we have Cleaned and Pressed It,
ties to be the best imitations seen in
what you like. That re- and it will remind you of when it first
you'll
get
some time, both in ring and execution. The arrests were made through fers to
came from the tailor's hands bright,
the detective service of the city after
ANY LIVERY RIG
fresh and new. We press the garmthe federal secret service had been
ents back into their original perfect
following all sorts of clues for over a that leaves these stables. They're all
year.
up to date and any of them gives sat- shape, and take out every spot and
isfaction. A drive drives away the stain without the least injury to the
FLOOD SWEEPS EIGHT MEN
blues. Try it and save calling the cloth. We also clean ladies' dresses
DOWN STEEP HILLSIDE.
and skirts and cloaks. Satisfaction
doctor.
Durango, Colo., July 11. The large
guaranteed.
water tank of the American Smelting
WILLIAMS 4 RISING
Company, located on the mountain
Julius Muralter, Tailor
side above the smelter, collapsed 310
San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red, Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
while eight men were making some
bands.
repairs in the way of new iron
The men were swept down the mountain with the deluge of water and
thrown against the rocks.
FAIR
William Ballreich, in charge of the
work, was seriously injured, several
ribs and one arm being broken.
A Mexican known as Tonny was
seriously bruised and his shoulder dislocated, while the six others were
slightly injured.
many packages and several postal
money orders.
This almost phenomenal showing in
misdirected mail is thought to be due
to the fact that many tourists and
winter residents neglect to notify
their correspondents of their removal
from here.

NOTICE.
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THE 30TH ANNUAL NEW MEXICO
AND RESOURCES

ALBUQUERQUE

A BOTANICAL
BLOOD REMEDY
Nature in her wisdom and beneficence has provided, in her great vegetable
kingdom, a cure for most of the ills and ailments of humanity. Work and study
have perfected the compounding of these botanical medicines and placed them
our disposal. We rely on them first because of their ability in curing disease,
and next because we can use them with the confidence that such remedies do not
Injure the system as do the strong mineral concoctions. Among the very best of
these botanical preparations is S. S. S., a medicine made entirely of roots, herbs
and harks in such combination as to make it the greatest of all blood purifiers
and safest of all tonics. It does not contain the least particle of harmful
mineral to injuriously affect any of the delicate parts of the system. S. S. S.
cures Kheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Scrofula, Malaria, Skin Diseases,
Contagious Blood Poison, or any blood affection or disease even reaching down
and cleansing the circulation of all inherited blood troubles. As a tonic S. S. S.
is unequaled. it builds up the system in the proper
way, by purifying the blood
and supplying a sufficient amount of vigor and nourishment
to the body. If you
are suffering with any blood trouble, or are in
in health, you
any way
could not do better than take S. S. S. a
purely botanical blood remedy. It cures
without ever leaving any unpleasant or injurious effects. It is
perfectly safe for
young or old. Book on the blood free to all who write
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA.

EXPOSITION.

OCTOBER 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1910 ogj
MORE SIGHTS TO SEE
MORE EXHIBITS TO ADMIRE
MORE COMFORTS TO VISITORS
MORE OBJECTS TO INTEREST
MORE NOVELTIES TO AMAZE
MORE PLEASURE FOR ALL

run-dow- n

J.

First Annual

DOG

SHOW

BEDVCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
Write the Secretary for premium lists' orSotherlinformation
JET. O'RIELLY,
JOHN B. McMANVS
Secretary.
President.
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OUR STOCK OF GROCERIES IS COMPLETE
AND DONT FORGET THAT OUR BAKERY
DEPARTMENT IS FIRST CLASS.

38

Dec.
Dec.

24.23; Sept.
11.80; Sept.

57
39

8

1--

$100 had been placed on his head.

21721-2- .

-

PIES.

v

JULY

during entire
month of

Pork July
Lard July

591-4- ;

j

F. ANDREWS

SPECIAL
SALE

Corn Sept
Oats Sept.

d

k

WATERMELONS. STRAWBERRIES, CAN.
OF FRESH
ALL KINDS
TALOUPES,
etc.
VEGETABLES
etc
FRUITS,

TRY OUR LEMON

"three-toeloafer" and had committed many depredations the past five
years, so that bounties aggregating

JULY 11, 1910.

ll.S387-1-2- .
Silver City's First Mayor is Dead
Sweet Peas, any shade at a popular
Ribs July 12.3S1-2- ;
Robert Black, first mayor of Silver
Sept. 11.80.
price, MeConvery, 415 Palace Ave.
LIVESTOCK.
City, and for thirty years a contractor
Remember one big laugh from start
Kansas City, July 11. Cattle Reand builder in that town, died last
to finish at the Elks tonight. See
at his home, death ceipts 13,000, including 6,000 Southafternoon
Thursday
erns.
Auntie at the boat race also Romeo
resulting from a stroke of appoplexy. tive Market steady to ten lower. Naand Juliet in our town.
steers ,$4.758.25;
They will
southern
He was a native of Cambridge, Mass., !
steers
keep you laughing.
$46.25; southern cows $2.50
came
to j
was 70 years of age. He
and
New Bank Building The Citizens'
4.50; native cows and heifers $2.50
Silver City in 1872. He served in the
bank of Des .Moines, Union county,
stockers and feeders $3.255.50;
(tt7;
legislature in 1880 and wrote the first bulls
has let the contract for a stone bank
$34.75; calves $3.75(3.8.25;
For
school
of
law
the
territory.
public
western steers $4.507.50;
building.
western
Sil21 years he 'was president of the
cows $35.50;
See Max make a touch, and "Poor
secHis
education.
ver
of
board
City
But Proud" at the Elks' tonight.
Receipts 7.000.
Market
in the office of. the probate ond wife and son by his first marriage tenHogs
to twenty lower. Bulk S8.fi0(ffi8.85:
New Time Table on New Mexico recorded
his
D.
M.
and
from
j survive
clerk
He
him.
was
a
Herington
prominent heavy $8.558.60;- packers and butch
Central On July 13, a new time table
ers $8.b0(a8.S0; light $8.758.95; pigs
is to go into effect on the New Mexico wife or DicKinson, is.an., to t!.ugeiuo Mason.
interest in the
Auto Turns Turtle An automobile $8.508.75.
Central. The passenger train is to Romero for their
M. The
while at high speed turned turtle yesleave at 7:30 in the morning and will j. I. C. mine in San Pedro, N.
Receipts 8,000.
Sheep
Market
was
eoiiKiuerauon
8
$ruu.
arrive at o'clock in the evening.
terday near the Fairview cemetery, ten lower. Muttons $44.80; lambs
j
TomorBoard of Trade Meeting
the accident being caused by one of $78; fed wethers and yearlings $4.25
It's a real boat race between Yale
row evening a meeting of the Board the front tires bursting. It is a wonand Harvard at the Elks' tonight.
7.50; fed western ewes $3.754.50.
will be held in the offices der that the three occupants escaped
OL Trade
New School House at Carrizozo
Chicago, July 11. Cattle Receipts
The board of education of Carrizozo of the Slanta Fe Water and Light death.
24,000. Market ten to fifteen lower.
Important matters will
not only advertises an issue of $6,000 Company.
Beeves 5.258.40; Texas steers $4.75
in bonds but also asks for bids to come up and every business man and
steers $5.107.10:
(ft6.50: western
DIE
VICTIMS
LOCKJAW
construct a three room concrete addi- property owner is urged to attend.
feeders
stockers
and
$3.605.70; cows
AT PITTSBURG, PA.
Show at the Elks' starts at 8 o'clock
tion to the present school house.
and heifers $2.756.85; calves $6.75
8.50.
Change of Ad. Attention is called tonight, get in early and don't miss
cartPittsburg, July 11. Blank
to the cihange of advertisement in this any of the first pictures. They are all
Market
Receipts 3,500.
Hogs
on
Fourth
received
the
ridge wounds
issue for the Wagner Furniture Com- good and worth seeing.
fifteen to twenty lower. Light $8.95
in
first
the
claimed
of
fatality
July
Samuel Romero Commits Suicide
pany who offer a special sale on Prin9.15; mixed $8.709.10; heavy $8.25
died
cess Dressers, Ostemoor Mattresses, Samuel Romero, a sheep herder, com- - this section. Edward Mullaney
08.90: rough $8.25S8.50: good to
blood
of
Bovitch
Adam
and
tetanus
of
niitted suicide four miles south of
etc.
hand. choice heavy $8.909.15; pigs $8.85a
New Court House at Tierra Amar-ill- a Grande, Union county, by hanging poisoning from wounds in the
9.20; bulk $8.608.85.
The New Mexican today publish- himself. He was found hanging with
Market
Sheep
Receipts 4,000.
es an advertisement asking for bids his knees almost touching the floor. PASSING OF THE U. S.
twenty-fivlower.
Native
$4.50(S7.50:
to
a
a
was
week ago
married
for the construction of a new court He
RECLAMATION SERVICE. western
$2.604.40; yearlings $4.50
The
house at Tierra Amarilla, Rio Arriba daughter of Leandro Hurtado.
5.3a; lambs native $4.507.50; west26 years old.
was
deceased
(Continued from Page One.)
county.
ern $4.607.25.
Warranty Deed A warranty deed
Woman's Home Missionary Society
Armi-jo'- s
s
Clerk
New-ell'was
in
recorded
Probate
The Woman's Home Missionary Sowill slowly take over the bulk of
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
office from Henry C. Tarr and S.
ciety of the M. E. church will hold
authority.
Sealed proposals will be received
their regular social and devotional Douglas to J. C. Chapin for a lot in
There is a good deal of speculation
meeting Tuesday, 2:30 p. m., at the Stanley, the consideration being $50. in the service as to how long Newell by the Board of County Commissioners
home of Mrs. Sloan on Hillside ave- Another deed was from the Capital can stand up under this undermining of Rio Arriba county, Tierra Amarnue.
Land and Townsite Company of this process. All that can be said today is illa, N. M., up to 4 o'clock p. m. the
Who's Who in America A letter city to E. D. Rook of Sayre, Olda., for that he is still resolved to "stick it 15th day of August, 1910, for the conaddressed to the publishers of "Who's a lot on Bishop's Heights, the consid- - out " Ballinger is on his way to in- struction of a county court house to
Who in America
is in the letter- - oration being $20.
spect many reclamation projects in- be built at Tierra Amarilla, New MexSanta Fe's Superiority Word was cluding the Roosevelt and Engle dams. ico, according to the plans and specimorgue at the local postoffice. No
postage was put on the letter and the received today by a Santa Fean that He will also visit the different Indian fications prepared by I. H. and W. M.
now
are asking lie mercury has been playing pranks agencies on !his way home to Seattle. Rapp Company, a certified check
postal officials
in Montana and reached 106 degrees
"Who?"
j
made payable to the Board of County
Train From South Late Train No. in places which are supposed to be de
Commissioners of Rio Arriba county,
But
10 from the west and south on the lightfully cool in June and July.
amounting to 3 per cent of the amount
Santa Fe, has run into a streak of Santa Fe, which so many easterners
of the proposal must accompany each
It was two hours have an idea is in the "tropical belt"
chronic lateness.
bid as a guarantee that the contractor
MONEY AND METALS.
86
seen
on
has
not
its
than
higher
late today, enabling the Flyer, No. 3
New York, July 11. Call money will enter into the contract and '.'.
from the east, to come in ahead of thermometers this year.
5 nish a surety bond in the sum of 5''
3; prime paper5
steady, 2
Pretty Warm at Las Vegas Accordtime.
Mexican dollars 44
Amal. 57 per cent of the amount of the contract.
Marriage License George D. Fos- ing to the Optic, it was 97 in the shade
Atch. 98
N. Y. C. 113
ter, aged 46, and Louise Padilla, aged at Las Vegas and "the humidity was Reading 145
The Board of County CommissionS. P. 113
U. P.
40, both of Galisteo, took out a mar- high and evrybody who did any work 161
ers reserves the right to reject any
Steel 70
pfd. 116.
New York, July 11. Lead dull 435 and all bids.
riage license. Juanita Narvaiz, aged or walking perspired freely." At Santa
18, and Florence Garcia, aged 20, both Fe, the highest temperature recorded
can be
440; copper weak, standard spot
Plans and specifications
of Madrid also procured a marriage thus far this year has been 86 degrees
Silver seen at the office of the probate clerk
Sept. 11.62
and at no time has the relative hu- 551-4- .
license.
at Tierra Amarilla, and at the office
It is to Laugh Two Santa Feans, midity been oppressive.
WOOL MARKET.
of I. H. and W. M. Rapp Company, at
St. Louis, July 11. Wool steady; Santa Fe, New Mexico, and Trinidad,
who are intimate friends, were seated
Roped a Big Wolf After an excitin an ice cream parlor discussing the ing chase, John Cammack while out territory and western mediums 18
Colorado.
fine mediums 1617; fine 12
MARTIN LOPEZ,
speed limit. Said one: "This 75 mile with August Coots of Naravisa, Quay 221-2- ;
14.
an hour pace out on the road to the county, roped a big wolf, that measChairman of the Board of County
Commissioners Rio Arriba county,
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
penitentiary will have to stop. Last ured 33 inches in height, weighed 133
New Mexico.
night I was driving in a carriage arid pounds and was almost white. The
Chicago, 111., July 11. Wheat Sept.
;
one of those Halley-come- t
Dec. 106
motorcycles animal was known as the celebrated
Attest: ELISEO LUCERO, Clerk.

(Continued From Page Two.)

GROCERY AND BAKERY

Mil

raised a dust storm and I had to drive
way out of the road and wait until the
cycle and its cloud had passed by. I'd
like to shoot the man who was on that
machine." And his companion, who
had been "practicing" on the motorcycle that had caused the disturbance,
ordered a dish of ice cream to stop the
hiccough-attacthat then seized him.
Back From New York George Martin, recently appointed superintendent
of the Spanish Normal school, has just
returned from New York City, where
he spent some weeks on educational
matters. He also visited Washington,
D. C., and other cities.

Minor City Topics
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MONDAY,

1910

All Summer Dress Goods, Silks, Novelties, Lawns
Laees, Embroideries and Ladies Knit and Muslin
ALL ARE THIS SPRING and
Underwear.
S UMME R GOODS LA TES TST YLES and DESIGNS
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PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THSM
CO

p
Anni
WUI

ni

sfi
dry nnnns
WWWfW
Willi
WUbligman
111

CO

I
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j

Telephone Red 35 and have
your orders delivered

The following we suggested to the thirsty as something
cool and inviting
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
KOOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
AH

drinks made from filtered water.

1

MARKET REPORT
1-- 2

SAftTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.
1

1

1--

HENRY KRICK, Proprietor
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HACK SERVICE

ISATISFAOTION

ASSURED

CORRICK'S HACK LINE
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Buggies and Saddle Horses
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Just About

Ctert
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As we get along toward midsummer, in the clothing business, we
begin tto look forward to the coming fall; the new goods are ordered for you for fall and winter; that means we ought to clean up
our spring and summer stocks and dispose of all the goods we
have on hands. Now that means that we must offer some sort of
extra inducement that will make it worth while to buy, even if you
have already bought summer clothes; you'll never have more than
enough of our kind.
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
clothes are always bargains at the prices we ask for them; they're
worth the money, the value is in them. That makes a reduced price
all the more attractive on such clothes, its like finding money.
HERE ARE
Suits that have been $30.00 now $25.00
25.00 it 20.00
a
17.50
22.50 it
tt

20.00

1
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